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Jorn the 
Pottawattam1e County 
Conservat ion Board 
in celebrating its 
50th Ann1versaryl 
Monthly Events 
Nature ~ests 
Great Prizes 
For more mformat1on on how 
you can help us celebrate m 
2010, please v1s1t our website. WESTERN I "'' I 
·~t to fun 
www.pottcoconservation.com 
w 
KEOKUK AREA CONVENTION AND TOURISM BUREAU 
K eokuk Geodes are the mo~t bcauttful and sought after of all 
geode.\. The most produc:.tn e and famous collec ting area i~ 
-tuthm a 35 mile mdiu.\ of Keokuk. 
Con tact us for a full List of Geode,hunting sites! 
• IO\\a·, only 1\ational Cemeteq • \\\ard \\1nning - Battle of Pea Rldge-
Ch il \\ar Reenactment • .\rchitectural 'lplcndor • \\Inter home of the 
largest concentration of Bald t:agle' on the \lis issippi Rh er 
• \luseum\ and much more' 
~"' . ~ ..... . 
•< -- K-•E 'O Kt:J Kl OWATO'U R 'l S M .0 RG 
800-383-1 21 9 
Ce LLEGE SAVINGS 
, ... 
529 PLAN 
Michoell. Rl1gerold, Treasurer of State 
-
Call 888-672-9116 • Visit www.collegesavingsiowa.com 
-[J 
-
NO BLARNEY H£'R[ ... 
On our trip to Ireland this winter, we traveled around with 
SwitchbacK, a Celtic music group, who have performed at TNG. 
Our group of 15 watched them play in pubs from Dublin to Killarney 
to Galway as we traveled in our tour bus. As we visited the old Castle 
in Blarney, I was able to kiss the Stone of Blarney. 
The mysterious promise there follows: 'Whoever Kisses the 'Stone 
of Blarney' will be given the 'Gift of Eloquence'. Now that the gift has 
been bestowed upon me, I would liKe to pass along some of my 'Eloquence' .. . • 
Be it now Known that we at The Natural Gait, enlightened with nature, 
adventures and music, will host some fun filled events this year. 
• Do you \ike music and fun loving people? 
• Would you \ike to be one of the special people 
who attend a cave concert? 
• Join us as we KayaK the Yellow River and stop for 
a shore lunch and live music? 
• Enjoy riding through shaded timbers and river glades listening 
to the soft footfall of your horses hooves? 
If so, please checK our calendar for times and details. 
See you there, in God's Country, and don't forget to booK 
your lodging at The Natura\ Gait. 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
May 21 - 22 
June 12 
June 25-27 
July 16-18 
July 23 
Aug 7 
Aug 19-22 
Sep 10-11 
Oct 9 
~ave Concert featuring Switchback 
ave Conc~rt featuring Big Blue Sk 
Doc Hammill Driving Clinic y 
Mus1c and Ka ki Cave C ya ng Extravaganza 
oncert featurin s wt ACTHA Ride g a ooth Bluegrass Band 
~th Annual Haybarn Rendezvous 
Cave Concert featuring Switchback 
ave Concert featuring Michelle Lynn 
TheNaturaiGait.com 
TN G happen i ngs.com 
. rile NdlllrtJI Gt!it is loctded 
ofZo~'::utifu/6/uff COflnlry t lowtJ, netJr MtJrttuette. 
1/o«- 'tt ~ (4 4taJ; ~! 
(877) 776-2208 
ntrlgait@acegroup.cc 
KIP LAD AGE b a pho-
tographt r writer from 
I ripuli '' ho often u"e~ 
his ranwra at '->weet 
~I arsh and th(; \\ ap.,j 
River in Bremer County. 
Ht• publish<'d h1s fir~t 
book "771e n ild Side of 
Iowa· lma}!cs and tssavs" and 1s workmg on 
;mot lwr \ a•v. nwn· of h1s work at www.butler-
bremer.com/ web/kladage. 
DIANE MICHAUD 
LOWRY is an Ame" 
photographer with 
images in catalogs and 
univl'rsity publications. 
An avid year-round 
kayaker. shl>s paddled 
Pugt•t Sound tht• 
I•vl'rgladt·~. tlw (;u]f Coa~t. l..akt ')upenor and 
mo"t of I em a. Shl' is a member c f Th(; <,kt..nk 
Ri\'C'r Paddler ..... 'Ilw lcm a \\llile\\ater Coalition 
and l'l'lltrallcma Paddlt•rs. 
RON HUELSE of 
l\.r oxvilk has 
~pent six ) ears 
photographmg 
wildlife. insects and 
b1rds near Lake 
l~ed Rock when not 
cycling, h1king or 
voluntc•t•ring. An a\'id paddler. he also helps 
lind ~ponsor~ to n·introdure ospre} locally 
and rai .... l's ;man•nt•ss ol siltation tssues at 
tlw n •stl'\'otr. Ht>'s a recl'nt retire(; w1th 
"mon• hobbte~ than I han• time for." 
BETHANY KOHOUTEK 
works as a wnter and 
editor m Des ~Ioine.,. 
ShC' and her husband 
plot adventures grand 
and small (manv 
involving food and 
travel) from their home 
nt·ar l\1adrid '->he snaps photos to document 
tlwir t•scapadPs. bethanykohoutek@gmail.com 
JENNIFER WILSON IS 
a travel and features 
wnter based in Des 
Moines. Her work 
appears in National 
Geographic Trat'eler. 
Frommer's Budget 
Travel . .\.lidu·est Living 
and f..'squ1rr. Slw spent 2009 in Europe lor 
hl'r IIJl.Olll nv book Touclllllg [p i\ly Roots. 
www touchmgupmyroots.com 
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ONR MISSION 
I o l on ... , ·r\ ~ · .mel ~ ·nh till" ntll n.ttu 1 Jl n ·-.uurn.' m <.'HnJx·ra 
uun \\llh uulivulu.1ls ,ond org.mizatHIII'- to uuprow lht' qualiC) 
of hft• lur luw.w" .uuJ t•n UJ t ,, h·J!,tl) lor futun.· J.,!t:nt:ration' 
EDITORIAL MISSION 
W<• s(rJV<' to up<·n the· d our In lh< lwauty ancluniquenl'ss 
ur l u\'rct'~ Jl.l( UJ .ll n·,nun.t•c;, lll ... Pirt' Pl"opk· to Jtt•t outsidt' 
o.md t-'XJn·rit·nc.t• low;t .uu) tu mnllvatt• oulclnur-nundcd 
dtll't'll' tu unch·r .... t.uul.mclc..Jrt: lor our n:uural rt·sourl..'l"''>. 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
rlw 1:\o·•·l~<'l s n l tho I 111<1 11rugr.un 111.ttd1t' •ulunll'l'r' 
\\llh n.atu1,1l rt•'Suurtt• ~er\'in~· nt>t:t.f, 't.llt'v.idt> 
(rl\'t' h.u. ~ tu lu\\,1',; l.uuls, \\dlt"rs .. tncl,ktl''· 
L.oll > 1 0>-:!S I 08/k tu rn.ott h ) nur IT1tt'r t'>tS v. ith Ot't'd' 
or "'• · v 't•l '··twl. ,.1 org 
HOW TO DONATE 
l l'.ont,tbl< , " • I good- and 
~•·r\ICt s J!f<.JCty t nhan<<'~ lo"a' outdoor ll•in11 
~ unllll l>wu· horcl ac 5 b·ZH l-1>311 
• 
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT 
Th, [)II, H '\ullin <;Jor ul ' ·'1'1' c I mtl !!Ills 
"1lh profits lor 11o1rks O t do·J unhnt• ,ot 
\\W\\. ICJ\\<iilllt'tJtt· IOit· 'Uitl or) }o\()f.., J1()...();!:1() 
SUBSCRIBER SERVICES 
Tn ... ub .. l·rihl· or lnr .111\' ub •t.:nplwn l'"'Ul'"" nr 
QUt·,l ton,,t .• lll 1.800.361 .8072 1\lu nol.tv throug h 1-nd.l) 
trum 7 am tu 11 p.m 111 "-t--t•kt·nds ~ d m to h p 111 
I nr t"'a't· m prun·..,,mK plt•Mot' IMh" .m l"'StH' '' 1t h 
.tmailing lal,..l,l\aJI.Jhlt· nl tun~ ult.JII lullllr•·l,;,_,~ 
a 'lll.l(l<·<·oll\ fur '111 ~~·~~XI·S'I I R 
LEARN MORE 
Our "''·bpa~t~ '\1 • v ' "' cln ' I..,Jo,ult d w1th 
utfurmataon for ,Jil agt•s anti nec:·tls lsu) IJu'll"it'S n ~~ rve 
~amp,th:' or lec~rn mon .1hout uur' ll\UtHllllt nt onhnt 
~~ .. mt ~sOY INK 
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Concrete: 
Iowa's Natural Choice 
for Sustainability 
Trails and roads built with 
concrete offer unmatched 
durability and recyclability, 
with a low carbon footprint. 
Iowa Concrete Paving Association 
Iowa Ready Mixed Concrete Association 
515-963·0606 515·965-2575 
www.lowaconcretepavlng.org www.lowareadymlx.org 
Unique Iowa outdoor apparel! 
Profits from the Iowa Nature Store go 
directly to the improvement of our 
Iowa state parks. 
* T-shirts 
* Sweatshirts 
* Hats 
* Bags 
* Educational Materials 
Marshalltown 
make it your destination 
CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU 
www.iowanaturestore.com 
or call toll free 1.866.410.0230 
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FEATURES 
The Sandhill Cranes 
of Sweet Marsh 
Splash around with photographer Kip Ladage m 
his odyssey to capture sandhill crane chicks on film. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY KIP LADAGE 
Taking the Plunge 
Into Kayaking 
Jump into kayaking with a first-timers' look at getting started. 
STORY BY JOE WILKINSON 
PHOTOS BY JOHN PEARSON AND DIANE LOWRY 
How To Fish Elkader's 
Turkey River 
Follow these angling t ips to put more fish in the fndge. 
STORY BY BRIAN BUTTON, GARY SIEGWARTH AND GREG SIMMONS 
ILLUSTRATION BY STUDIO Z 
In Pursuit of the 
Feathered Giant 
Elusive and shy, the pileated woodpecker fina lly 
coopera ted for th is longtime outdoor pho tographer. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
Tackling the 
Vanishing Jackrabbit 
A one-of-a-kind study IS giving biologists a running workout 
while they mvestigate dwindling jackrabbit populations. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
Contributing photographer Ron Huelse spent 
two weeks last spring photographmg thts pi lea ted 
woodpecker nest. He got the photos plus a potson 
ivy rash. "I t's an extremely vocal bird Once you hear 
it, you'll never forget tt; he says. 
---
---
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DEPARTMENTS 
('Match the hatch" and give fly-fishing for carp-
Iowa's version of bonefishing-a try. Do humming-
birds actually sing? join our fitness writer in his 
commitment to eliminate unnecessary driving. 
eJ/dlls 
uanl the ]-stroke and fly solo in the canoe; pack 
this handy fire starter for heat in a pinch; master 
the fly-fishing roll-cast for those tricky tight spots. 
From his kayak, photographer Kip Ladage captured this image of an 
adult sandhill crane flying over an island of cattails. Sandhill cranes nest 
rn the marsh habitat of Sweet Marsh in Bremer County near Tnpoli. It 
was only a few years ago when local bird watchers concentrated the1r 
observation efforts on a few cranes exploring Sweet Marsh. During 
recent years sandhill crane nesting has been documented in many areas 
across Bremer County. See page 24 for the feature article and captivating 
photos of fresh-hatched crane chicks. 
Is storm water treated before it enters our 
water system? Was that really a mountain lion? 
16 
just south of Des Moines, Warren County's Lake 
Ahquabi State Park is a haven for anglers, campers 
and those seeking a restful outdoor getaway. 
56 fj}ac/qjard 
Turn your roof into awe-inspiring habitat and save 
money. Go bananas for fruit eating butterflies. 
Support the outdfJors with attractive new license plates. 
I 6luisine 
Harvest an invasive plant for palette-pleasing pesto. 
Savor versatile fish soup and a Russian twist on game. 
Find out why the praying mantis may be better 
named the preying mantis. 
Learn how a former Iowan is restoring trout streams 
in his native Allamakee County. Meet a Peosta man 
protecting water quality and discover why two hunters 
are turning their land into a wildlife mecca. 
1752 art•ns w ith 57 \iature Cmters 
181,892 acres w 1tlt 11,500 campsites 
To Iowa's Cou11ty 
Conservatio11 Boards 
(319) 892-6452 
\I\ ( HURt, P•r"' 4fiRRC IUO~ f1: 
Cli\Hif) 
CIT\ 
Located in North Central Iowa 
on 1-35, experience Frank Lloyd 
Wright Architecture, Meredith 
Willson "The Music Man", 
Nature Center, Bil Baird Puppets, 
Art Museum, Historical Village, 
lots of shopping, dining, festivals 
galore and much, much more! 
• 
•• 
• 
Forest City 
Chamber of (Jill mere 
-~ ;;; 
. 
J g 
-< 
Enjoy 
museums, live 
production theatre, sports, 
'World's Greatesf' county 
fair, "city style" shopping 
and dining. The area 
also offers hunting, 
canoe1ng, fishing, 
the "m1racle" 
playground, 
skate park, 
fam1ly-fun 
~<!:.·~• aquatic 
'f.;J;<'~_li'Lh.t.l center, 
and m1les 
of bike trails. 
For your FREE vacation guide call800.270.257 4 
or visit vacatlonokoboji.mm 
At the intersection of 1-80 and 
1-29, Council Bluffs is a surprising, 
vibrant city. 
"get together in the bluffs" 
80G-228-6878 
www.councllbluffsiowa.com 
&1~~T~ F 9F~~t~~ 
?r.J/Iner>.f' 11 " ~tl-~rc~ tl r 9olfe" 
Gih Shop • Cafe • Museum • Campground 
www.easremlowarourtsm.org 
We 1nv1te you to venture off 
the beaten path to sample 
memorable teshvals, un1que 
shopp1ng, year-round outdoor 
recreatiOn, d1st1nct1ve dmmg. 
mteractlve museums or the 
magnifiCent MISSISSippi 
R1ver From our b1g c1ty 
exc1tement to small town 
hospitality you w111. 
a! 
' . D 
B1rd1ng • Arboretum 
Boaong • Sw1mm1ng 
H1kmg I B1klng Tra1ls 
F1Sh1ng • Hunong • Camp1ng 
Blue Heron Eco Tours 
Class I A Baseball 
New Full Serv1ce Marina 
(}-:mv'NJ S'ooJt. 
R1verv1ew l{estaurant 
563.242.5702 cvb@clintonia.com 
www.clintoniowatourism.com 
Enjo~ mik ah\:r mik nt 
rccrca tiona I I rail ... ! 
I I •' II of 11,>1/,lf d 
PELLA CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU 
641 628 2626 • 888 746 3882 . WWW PELLA ORG 
Come to 
Davis 
County 
for 
Great Hunting, 
Great Fishing and 
Breathtaking Beauty! 
In Davis County you'll find the 
best deer hunting in Iowa along 
with wild turkey, quail and pheas-
ant hunting. Our lakes and ponds 
are stocked with bass, ch annel 
cat, crappie and more. 
The state record bass 
was caught here! 
v1s1TDavis . h T 
(OUD~~.COM 
WElCOMfJO 
SCHEELS. 
OK MOJnH Sd'tHk • 101 Jordtn (rM\ PM\""'JY • Ott Mol non • SU 1l7 .a6S 
c.d•r F•Jk Colle9e Squa,. • 06S Collogt Squo" M•ll• Cfd.lr F•tls • l19 l17 JDJJ 
Wltttloo khteb • 1060 Cron,oach 11.0 SuJtt 126 • Wlltfloo • l1tll4 1S,. 
!Owl CUy SChMlt. • 1461 Coral R•d9f A~ • (Ofii~IM • l1t 6lS Mst 
Siou• Cit)' Sot.Mtt,. H.tl\ M.all • ...ao \tfvUftt k<Md 'Sot • \•ou• Ctt't • 111 .lSJ 1n1 
~. -· :1_, SPOI\._ \L R AND FOOTWEAR 
vsr us OHuNt scheels com 
PLAN YOUR 
IOWA ADVENTURE 
Call 800-345-IOWA. Ext 394. 
for a FREE Travel GUide 
ACTIVITIES, TIPS AND EVENTS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 
v Fish for the F Pshw ter Freight Train 
Carp, 11 ~' r'r r r L' r r'rrr , give a bonefish 
angling-like experience to those who chase it 
CREATE A COTTONSEED FLY 
with a dry fly hook, size 14 
to 10 1 ) Use wh1te thread 
and t1e m wh1te marabou 
2) Tie m a t1ny p1ece of 
wh1te foam to a1d flo tation. 
3) Seal w1th head cement . 
TIE A MULBERRY FLY usmg 
a #8 hook, 1 x to 2x length. 
1) Wrap the hook shank m 
thread and knot 2) Tie m 
pmched bundles of about 
25 purple. blue and red 
deer hair start ing from the 
back and workmg forward . 
3) Trim down to size 
4) Knot off and seal wnh 
head cement 
Join the re-.;urgence of fly anglers stalktng one of the h<'avywcights of the freshwater world-the carp. A big, 
"trong and tough fighter well-known to repeatedly strip 
thl' rl'el down to the backing line during up to four power 
runs. thi-.; behemoth 1s also known for its ftntck\ palate 
\..,hen it comes to fltes. making for a challengmg strike. 
\l cording to h.ath} Hughes of the Second Avt•nm• 
B,ut Hou-.;e and [• I} ~hop in Des .\[omcs. Iowans head 
to B1g (. rt't k ">Latt Park in Polk Count) and area rivers 
to fl) f1sh for our local bonefish. the carp. 
"It's similar to f1shmg for bass. blul'gill and crappie. 
but carp are bigger f1sh They fight," says Hughl's . "It's 
really exciting." 
Come springtime, when cottonwood trees send fluff 
into the air. anglers t1e flies that imitate cottonwood 
seeds or mulbcrnes that fall into the water from nearby 
trees look for carp feeding on the surface. sucking up 
food hsh from shore or from a boat Locale a mulberry 
tree during berry drop and you'll find a fecd111g f1 enzy 
of C'ngorging carp Some anglers use kayaks to scout 
out lakesho1 es and nvers for the trees 
An 8· to l O-wc1ght flyrod is best, and ensu re your 
reels are lined with at least 100 yards of backmg material 
becaust' tlwst> freshwater freightliners will strip it during 
their lint•-stealing runs A good drag 1~ a must. 
Sight cast by looking for fish tailing 111 "hallow. flat 
waters and cast 1 to 2 feet 111 front of the carp or a greater 
distance to gin· time for the fly to sink. 
Shane ~kFadden of l\: l inneapolis is hoohd on fly 
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fishing for Mid.,.. est carp He's gone on big ganw hunting 
trips in Afnca and Argentina-he's no stranger to a good 
time outdoors-and traveling to f111d carp for a fly rod 
. . . 
S('SSIOI1 IS a paSSIOn. 
"It's ltke hookmg a Mack truck They aren't fast like 
a bon<: fish. but they give a hea\\, slow (H>Wt'r pull." he 
says . "They fight. you reel them tn. then tht•y take off 
again . They will take you do\\ n to the arbor knot and make 
thn•t• to four runs ... he sa) s At a fraction of the cost of a 
saltwater trip. they are "the poor man·, borwllsh," hf' :-.ay ...... 
l\:IrFadden t1e s a crayfish pattern using olht•, black or 
gret•n marabou. first \Happing the hook \dth ll'ad thn·ad 
to ht•lp it sink To tte. wax up the thread, tht•n spin in 
the marabou to create the thorax and Lie two marabou 
bundles to replicate pmchers He add" a dumbbell al the 
Lip to mimic e}es He says to l1e it "bondish stylt•'' 'hith 
the hook barb facing up to avotd snagging the bottom. 
"I cast 2 to 3 feet in front of feechng carp, le t it "ink 
and pop it once or tw1ce along the bottom," lw "'ays . He 
uses a 9-weigh t rod and also casts \\ooly buggers. "It 1s 
about as fun as it gets for fresh\\aler ftsh111g." 
So what to do with the catch? Contrar} to popu lar belirf. 
carp are quite tast). It's all the bone-; that put people off. 
"1\.l ost people score them real det p .1nd then deep fry 
them," sa}-> Hughes "If the bones an• snm·d. they'll be 
absorbtd into the hot oil." 
Second Avenue Bai t House 
and Fly Shop 515-282-4217; 1owaffyf1shmg com. 
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ch//dren 's nature questions 
BY A JAY WINTER 
A jay Wwter educates up to 20,000 Iowa children 
each year as the DNR's training specialist at 
the Sprmgbrook Conservation Education Center. 
Do hummingbirds have a song? 
TIM, AGE 8, MARION 
Start by explaining to your child that not all b1rds an• songbirds. For example, there are shorebirds, 
buds ol prt'y and upland game b1rds such a:-o phl'asant 
and quail. Robins. warbltrs and sparrows are songbirds 
fn•quently hl'arcl wht·n ~our child goes outs1dt. 
Hummingbird" an•n't -.ong birds ~cienti'>ts place 
hununingbirds and sw1fts in the same taxonomic order. 
till' Apodilornw.,, \\hich means "\\ithout teet," alluding 
to lhl' hiddt>n fet>l ol the '>pecJes 
'1\•dtnkally, thcv don't have a "song .. They do, 
howt•ver, makt• noist.> Hummingbirds em1l high-p!lclll'd, 1 
low-volunw l'hirps, wh1ch are often drowned out b} 
otlwr noist's in nature If you want 'your child to hear 
a hummingbird chirping. get very close to one in very 
quit'! surroundings, such as sitting patiently near 
llow<'rs that tlw birds visit Other hummingbirds can 
lwar thl' chirping, much like how dogs respond to dog 
whistlt•s, evc·n though humans can bare)} hear them. 
The most noisL }OU can hear from a hummingbird 
comes lrom its wings. They beat their wing.., so 
quil'kly-thl' rub:,.-throated wings beat about 53 titnl's 
a st·cond-thcy produce a IO\\ hum. earning them the 
nanw ''hummingbirds." 
~!any birds, likl' songbirds, use their song or call to 
attract matt•s That's not the case with hummingbirds 
llununingbirds are parllcularly aggressive and instead use 
tht>i1 chirp to It'll other b1rds to buzz off. You can watch 
thi.., aggn•ssion in act10n when you see two hummingbird~ 
hovNing ovC'r the same plant. To attract males, malt' 
hummingbirds d1splay the colorful patch on their throats 
(gorgl'ts) in hopes of catching a female's eye. 
HS 25 POU 
T l(GAL FO R 
The next time you buy gas, take the number of gallons you buy and multiply 1t by 20 That sum estimates the we1ght of that gasol1ne 
after 1t has burned, or bonded in your engme w1th oxygen molecules, and 
converted to carbon diOXIde The molecular weight of carbon is 12 and 
the molecular we1ght of oxygen is 161 (Who knew oxygen had a molecular 
we1ght problem.) 
The point IS as we burn one gallon of gas, we chemically change about 
7 pounds of liquid mto water vapor and about 20 pounds of C02. 
A revelation to me, and 1n talkmg to others, I am not alone 
So I am now on a campaign to reduce automobile roundtrips of less 
than two miles These trips account for SO percent of all trips and 60 percent 
of emiSSions Due to starts and stops, a short errand trrp IS meffic1ent By 
el!m1nat1ng short trips we cut those m1les that burn the most gas and have 
the most 1m pact on the environment 
The trrps I suggest we purge are the absolute least efficient uses of the 
Internal combustiOn engme.ln its place, I suggest the absolute most efficient 
transportation ever invented ... the bicycle. Th1s yea r M1nneapol!s and Denver 
are adopting an inexpensive b1ke rental system manufactured by B1x1 and 
8-cycle The goal is to make the most effic1ent cho1ce the eas1est cho1ce. 
lmagme an Iowa c1ty or park w1th bikes ava1 lable from locked racks 
conveniently located so all you need to ride anytime, anywhere IS a cred1t 
card scanned for a very small fee. Imagine bikes as convenient as a Starbucks 
m Seattle Even lazy folks would find biking easier than walkmg to the1r car or 
wa1ting for a bus. And think of the benefits of fun, fi tness and health• 
Now let me be clear, I th1nk cars are great for hauling multiple individuals 
to destmations,l!ke parks, that are far away But they are overkill for hauling 
one person around for one mile. These trips add up, and the em1ss1ons 
outweigh any excuse for not walking or b1kmg One can cover a m1le m 5 
minutes on a b1ke or 1 5 mmutes on foot Drrvmg such distances 1s a very 
small1tem to el!m1nate from our routmes. But the Impact is huge on both 
our fitness and air quality Every m1le of drivmg replaced by cyclmg or 
wa lking keeps around 3 pounds of carbon diOXIde out of our env1ronment, 
all wh1le pump1ng our hearts and burnmg calories instead of gasol1ne. 
Currently I am working w1th others in Iowa to Introduce a b1ke kiosk system 
to various cities and parks. To get a better 1dea of what the program would 
look like v1s1t www.bcycle.com. 
By the way, last year I called for folks to JOin in my Carpe D.M. rides every 
Thursday from the confluence of the Des Moines and Raccoon R1ver and for 
readers to begin s1m1lar fun rides across Iowa. Th1s year, let's do 1t aga1n w1th 
rides on the firstThursday of every month at 5:00p.m. starting m May. 
11111 Lane is the jztuess consultant wtth th£ lolt'a J>rpartmnlf 
of Publrc llealth A marathoner, former director of thr National 
Ski Patrol. climber and volleyball coach, llr has cycled across 
Jlmrrrca once and Iowa 25 times He's a regular on RAGBRAI. 
Tim also helped design and promotes Live Health~ lm\a. 
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TIPS, TRICKS AND MUST-KNOWS TO ENHANCE YOUR OUTDOOR FUN 
l£arn the J-Str(>kt ¥ 
Use th1s stroke to canoe solo and travel~n a stra1ght l~ne wh1le .avo1d1ng 
paddling on both sides. Start the J-stroke like a typical forward stroke, 
f1n1sh~ng w1th a gentle pry away from the canoe. Slowly turn the thumb of 
the top hand downward over the course of the draw to alter the p1tch of the 
paddle blade The thumb should po1nt down by stroke's end . Combine this 
act1on w1th a gentle pry, or "J" motion away from the canoe w1th the paddle 
to prov1de add1t1onal course correction. 
"* ~ 
... _......, 
--------
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NICE CLEA 
STORMWATER? 
Amyth that has been making a splash maintains that stormwatt'r runoff is treated before being released to 
our lakes and streams. We've waded through the facts to see 
if this allegory holds water or if it is simply all wet. 
Stormwater runoff is generated when rain and snowmt'lt 
flow over the land and other non-porous surfaces and does 
not absorb into the ground. Unlike wastewater generated by 
our bathrooms and k1tchens. stormwater is not treated by 
wastewater t reatment facilities. 
Instead. as the runoff flows over the land or impcrv10us 
surfat ('s (pavt'd streets, parking lots and rooftops} and 
makes its wa) to the storm drain, it accumulates and carries 
potential pollutants-including oil from automobiles, animal 
manures, fertilizers and pesticides, and cigarette butts and 
other clebns resultmg from illegal littering and dumping 
Mountain lions are often referred to as cougars, pumas, panthers and catamounts. They are the largest of three 
wildcats native to Iowa The lynx and the bobcat are the other two. 
Seeing a mountain lion on the prowl in Iowa is a rarity. A recently 
confirmed sightmg near Marengo 111 December 2009 marks the first 
confirmed sighting in Iowa in more than five years and the fourth 
mountain lion ever k1lled 111 modern times w1thm the state (the last 
pre-modern kill occurred m1867 ) 
Although the DNR receives numerous reports of mountain 
lion sightings, most are qu1ckly debunked as a case of m1staken 
1dent1ty. Because mountain lions are known by many names, 
they are often confused w1th bobcats- whose estimated 
population in Iowa is approximately 2,500. But they are not 
the same cntter The mountain lion and the bobcat share 
many phys•cal and behav1oral traits, but they also have several 
d1stmguishmg differences. The mountain l ion has a long tail 
(2.5 3 feet). while the bobcat has a short-or 
"bobbed" tail (less than 10 
1nches). Mountain l10ns are 7 
to 9 feet long while bobcats 
are only 3 feet in length. 
Mountain lions weigh 90 to 
160 pounds, while bobcats 
are 20 to 30 pounds, about 
twice the s1ze of 
a house cat. 
activities. The stormwater and these accumulated pollutants 
then flow directly into our local lakes. rivers and streams. 
Although we've drenched the myth that stormwater 
is treated, several measures can be taken to reduce the 
accumulation of pollutants in stormwater before flowing 
to our lakes and streams. These include cleaning up after 
pets, properly disposing of hazardous chemicals, properly 
disposing of litter and using Integrated Pest Management 
(IPM) practices to reduce dependence on pesticides. 
In addit ion, rain gardens consisti ng of Iowa native 
plants-which act as pollution buffers-can be placed in low 
lying areas. 
For additional in for mation and other activities that reduce 
or eliminate stormwater pollution, visit the DNR website at 
www.iowadnr.gov/ water/ watershed!stormwa ter.html. 
Bobcats tend to be darker brown w1th lighter bel ly fur and spots 
while mountam lions tend to be a more un1form brown, tawny 
color Although d1fficult to see at a distance, bobcats have tufts on 
the1r ears and cheeks. 
In exammmg evidence left behmd by a wildcat, keep in mind 
that mountain lion tracks leave a heel pad track that is 2 to 3 
mches w1de for front legs and 1 75 to 2 mches w1de for hmd legs 
A particular characteristic is the three distinct lobes divided by two 
mdentat10ns of the hmd edge of the heel pad Bobcat tracks are 
considerably smaller, the front being rarely wider than 1 .25 inches 
When observmg scat (feces), look at s1ze Generally, the scat of a 
mountain lion is roughly the same size as the scat of a large dog, 
makmg 1t fa1rly d1stmct from the much smaller scat of bobcats and 
other mammals. 
s persist, the DNR has not re tam 
However, 111 
order to conserve and manage bobcat popu lations the DNR, in 
cooperation with Iowa State University, mitiated a project in 2003 
to track and collect data from live-captured bobcats that were 
radio-collared and released back into the wi ld As of 2008, the 
DNR IS no longer collanng new bobcats but contmues 
tracking the survival of the remaining 
collared bobcats 
Visit www.iowadnr.gov and click 
on nongame wildlife, then Iowa's 
wildlife for more details. 
- - - - - - ___. GOT A QUESTION? Send to: ASKTHEEXPERTS@DNR.IOWA.GOV ~ - - - -- -- -
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-THE DARK JUNGLE of green is quiet. save for the rhythmic hum of insects Sunshine 
dapples the forest floor. breaking in from the bright 
sumna•r mornmg outside. A faint trail passe.., through the 
home of wild turkey, great horned owl and bobcat. It 1s 
the perfc.•ct place to plug in to nature. to place hands \\ 1dl' 
on the smooth white bark of an old oak tree. 
Then. a dearing outside the 500 acres of timber. Just 
like that, daylight glares in full, made even brighter by 
tlw reOection off 115-acre Lake Ahquabi The tang of 
mown lawn signa!... the return of civilization. 
Lake Allqualn State Park where. for just a few miles on the 
South Slwlter I rail, hikers can escape the daily grind, a men• 
22 mil<·s south of Des Moines and six miles south of Indianola. 
I 1\ UESIDF I I 
Ahquabi is the ~ac and Fox word for "resting place," and 
u1 ban escapes like this one tap a direct vein to the soul. 
Though it lakes commitment to delve into Iowa wilderness 
areas, accessible parks like Lake Ahquabi require little 
more than an afternoon off to get the old boots dirty. 
Park manager Josh Shipman grew up among its 
300-year-old white and red oak trees-his father was the 
park attendant before him. Today. he's trying to reclaim 
the surrounding forest from the days when Lake Ahquabi 
State Park was a bunch of old farmland. 
"All parts of the park were farmed. one way or another. 
Even the woods I'm sure had cattle in it." says state 
Ahquab1 gets it's name from the Sac and Fox word meanmg 
Mrestmg place; a f1ttmg title for the park known for 1ts 
shimmering lake, restored oak savannahs and fam1ly fnendly 
f1shmg p1ers and campgrounds. As the second-bus1est 
campground in Iowa, several nearby state preserves and 
trails allow exploration of less vis1ted natural areas mcludmg 
upland prairie and the 11 -mJie Summerset Tratl. Lake Ahquab1 
is a popular paddling lake w1th kayakmg classes and sales 
offered through Canoesport Outfitters m nearby lnd1anola 
and boat rentals run at the park. 
ecologi~t John Pearson. "But if you have enough of a natural 
matrix left and take good care of it, this is what you can do." 
Slowly but surely, Lake Ahquabi State Park is going 
back to 1t~ natural origins. The land was donated in the 
1930~. and the Civilian Conservation Corp.., built 1ts six 
sandstone structures in 1936 with materials quarried 
about a quarter mile away (scoring from the excavation 
can still be ~een on many ston<'s) 
The restoration of oak savannah 1s a painstaking process. 
involving the removal of black locust tr<'<'S and other invasives 
that moved in during the early stages of the park. bull} mg 
out the oak trees that are rightful res1dents. Honeysuckle 
shrubs the DNR planted in the 1970s as natural boundaries 
arc the most aggressive offenders. infestmg the woods like 
cheerful green fire. Lake Ahquabi's upland forest should have 
relativ<'ly few shrubs, maybe a few gooseberry or coralberry 
Honeysuckle grows several feet high, overtaking the 
understory and choking out smaller plants on the forest Ooor. 
It takes awhile for more delicate prairie' sprcics to come 
back during a restoration process. But Shipman notes 
that they will. given a chance. On the South Shelter Trail, 
a large lawn denotes where the lodge once stood. It was 
removed in 1990 and park staff burned off I he area Within 
weeks. big bluestem and Indian grass shot up from the 
ground Ironically, several park users ha\e commented on 
the absence of the lodge and even rallied for a while to put 
up cabins in its stead-but fe\\ notice the prairie grasses 
"The balance bet\\een consen at ion and recreatiOn 1s a 
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challenge," says Shipman, in wraparound sunglasses and 
a glistening buzz cut. "It's just part of being a public park." 
1 Lake Ahquabi State Park isn't back to its 01iginal Iowa oak 
' savannah form, but it's coming along, he says. "What we need 
now is a lot of fire, and eventually we'll reach a point where we 
need to stop burning for awhile and allow regeneration of young 
trees," he says. "We don't need that now because we have a 
surfeit of trees. But the trees that do come up will be oaks." 
So Shipman clears and burns. The honeysuckle 
recedes. Purple milkweed blooms in its wake. If dappled 
sunlight is the best indicator of native oak-history forest 
health, the advance of a delicate lacework of light in the 
wake of formerly choked-out understory is a good sign on 
the north side of the road from the beach. 
qui~. Birds flit about. A red-tailed 
-
-
blown in after the glaciers retreated. It's v..ilderness, but 
not so deep that visitors can't get in some easy fishing or 
lazy beach lounging. 
"This is a family park," says Shipman. "You can look 
out across that pier right now and see a guy out there 
fishing with his kids." 
Sometimes on a summer Saturday morning, 15 to 20 
boats line up waiting to get in the water and troll for bass, 
bluegill, panfish and catfish. Since the lake was renovated 
in 41.990-drained, dredged and clarified with a series of 
si lt ponds that are also stocked for fishing-the shallow 
22-foot-deep lake is revitalized for livelier action. 
"I like to fish here," says 16-year-old Jaclynne Collins of 
Indianola, looking out onto the lake and clutching a pink 
smartphone. "The fish are always biting-bass, catfish." 
"I went out for two hours and caught 10 once," adds 
Blake Marchant, 16. 
~w'.~"""' shelter houses are popular for picnics, and they 
ii6tl8ulillbtemefit. too. Brown bats love the buildings 
----
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CLUES TO FINDING AN ANCIENT OAK 'TREE, ACCORDING TO STATE 
The tree is big-not necessanly the biggest in the forest, but 
dramatically large. 
A lot of smooth, white, patterned bark. As an oak gets older, 1ts 
rough bark sloughs off, leaving the smoother, white bark beneath. 
Round gnarls on the trunk: healed areas where branches have 
broken off over time. 
Massive branches, extendmg like elephant legs off the main trunk. 
A twist in the bark of the tree trunk, created over time as the tree has 
stra ined toward openings in the forest canopy for maximum sunlighL.~~:~ 
-
-
- -
-
-
-
--
and can be seen flapping around at night. "vVe'v~ot all sorts of 
bugs, but hardly any mosquitoes," chuckles Shipman. 
Visitors walk up a steep prairie hill toward the main 
CCC lodge that hints of Mission style. Outside, it's a fine 
lookout for the lake and forest sprawl. Inside, the mosaic 
floor features an American Indian portrait. The lodge is 
popular in winter, too. "You can get about halfway across 
the lake on a sled," says Shipman. 
The water spreads out below, anglers tracing its shaP.e 
while standing in their boats, hoping for the best. And 
• 
the land seems to be relaxing, too, opening back up after 
years of farming. It, too, hoping for the best and providing ... 
its easy beauty in the meantime. 
-
For coffee and pastries to jump-start the day, there are--
tl!ree places all flanking the town square in Indianola, the 
county's biggest city. Funaro's Deli & Bakery appears to be 
where the old guys hang out, solving the world's problemS' 
~ost 6Jn 6Jowa 
With ample ftshing opportunities, an enclosed ADA-
accessible ftshtng p1er (far nght), a w1de range of water 
sport opportuneties, a renovated 142-Site campground 
and roughly eight mtles of hiking trails, lake Ahquabl 
was featured by About.com as one of the top three 
state parks 1n Iowa to visit tn the spnng. The park stte 
was recommended by "Dmg• Darling, a nat1onally 
known Iowa polit1cal cartoonist and conservat1ontst, 
and was dedicated tn 1936. Many of its structures were 
constructed by the Civtltan Conservation Corps (CCC) tn 
the 1930s and remain today for visitors 
over coffee while waiti ng fo r fresh cinna mon ro ll s. 
The Corner Sundry was abuzz with a women's brcakfa~l 
club when we visited, nibbling pastries and '>ipping 
coffee (they serve light lunch, too) Students and Java 
conno1sseur~ h1t Uncommon Grounds, with the full gamut 
of coffee drinks, as well as muffins. leas and rolls 
For dinmg tn town, also on the square, the fourth-
generation Crouse Cafe serves a number of scratch madt• 
dishes-breakfast, lunch and dinner One Des \ Joines 
food cnt1c swoons over the pan-fried chicken dmner. 
Pete's Pizza, ll'> \'.ails decked in sports memorabilia, b 
a classic (non-chain) pizza-and-beer joint with tast\ pie. I -
roR \ GOO D HIKE Lake Ahquabi's gravel<>d Lake 
Trail is 3 7 milt's long and provides a peaceful walk around 
placid walt>rs. The South Shelter Trail, featured tn lh1s story, 
strt>tches just a bit over two miles. Use a trail map on citlwr: 
they're short but have liltle signage. The Woodland Mounds 
State Preserve (www.warrenccb.org/ areas/ wmp.html) is a 
more remote version of the recoveri ng farm and pasture 
of Lake Ahquabi, with 325 acres of silent timber. On the 
2 mile trail hikers are prelty much guaranteed lo see no 
one. with the payoff of Indian mounds from the Woodland 
era JUSt before hitting the South River Careful. there 
is no s1gnage. but the trails are designed as a st>r1cs of 
Figure 8's, so as long as hikers don't JUst make a senes 
of right turns. tht> end IS always fair!) near Another 
warning: there's a lot of poison ivy off trad. staying tight 
on the path 1s the best bet to avoid a rash 
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'J wo more stale preserves in the area Rolling Thunder Prairie 
Preserve is a 282-acre example of upland prairic. Berry Woods 
1s a small forest preserve with no estabhshed Irati. Just a few 
footpaths (www.warrencccb.org) 
ror the mo'>t civilized. hard-surfate walking/biking trads, 
McVay Trai l is a 1.6-mile trad to Pickard Park and the Indianola 
Balloon Field south of town The Summerset Trai l runs ll miles 
to (arhsle Trailheads for both are at the 300th block of East 
5th ',trtet. Indianola. 
FOR A DIP I~ THF "'AT~·p A sandy bl'ach is 
P<1pular for swimming For anglers. there's a sht'ltered. 
Ul11\crsall}-accessible fishing pier on th~· south side of 
Lake Ahquabi with built-in habitat all around. It's at•rated 
in wmter so 1t never freezes. I t'" a grcat introduction for 
beg1nners or anyone who wants to get out on the water 
without having to boat. Anglers catch panft•d1. bass and 
cal fish anywhere on the lake. CanoeSport Outfi tters 111 
Indianola (515-961 -6117; www.canoesportoutfitters.com) 
runs the lakeside concession from l\1emorial Day to Labor 
Day, renting out kayaks ($7.75 per half hour). canot>s and 
rowboats ($6.50 per half hour) and paddleboats ($5.50 
per half hour) During the off-season. tlw outfitter rents 
d1reclly from their shop in town 
FOP t\ PI ACE TO C A.i\ I P. The newly renovated. 
141 -.tte Lake Ahquabi State Park campground b the 
second bus1est in the state \lake n -.('natwns <•l 
www.reserveiaparks.com or 1-877-427-2757 (1 -8771APARKS). ~ 

~ -
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22ND NORTH AMERICAN 
PRAIRIE CONFERENCE 
AUGUST 1-5 2010 
The Tallgrass Prai rie Center at the University 
of Northern Iowa invites you to attend the 22"d 
North Am erican Prairie Conference. Participants 
will discuss the latest p rairie research, explore 
remnant and restored prairies on field trips, and 
view local and na tional exhibits. 
For additional info: www.NAPC2010.org 
Megan hO\d\ng a 
pa\\\d sturgeon 
lors can 
fAC1 Blo\ogV ma 
evervthlng trom 
stud'{ .ldlite to plant 
t hand WI IS human 
ecosvstems to 
medic me 
After a snorkeling trip during her freshman year 
of h1gh school, Megan Thul thought that she 
m1ght like to study fish . As a Biology student at 
Iowa State Un1vers1ty, she was convinced. With 
the help of the College of Agriculture and Life 
Sciences, Megan had the opportunity to study 
pallid sturgeon in the M issouri River. She worked 
to re-establish this endangered native species. 
With this experience on her resume, Megan 
hopes to begin her career on the water. 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences 
515-294-2766 I www.agstudent.iastate.edu 
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Sandhill cranes, Grus canadensis, 
are among the oldest living species 
of birds, dating back 
6mil 
beli 
grap r's odyssey to capture crane chick images 
t a record flood STORY AND PHOTOS BY KIP LADAGE 
0 since sanr~~n~ ~~~e~~~g:~!~~: 
in northeast Iowa at Sweet Marsh in Bremer County, I've 
attempted to photograph them at various stages of their 
lives. Initially I was satisfied with simple, gener ic shots of 
the adult birds as they fed in a field some distance away. 
Often I wasn't close enough to discern details in their 
eyes, but was satisfied as we had not had sandhill cranes 
in the area before. 
As time went on and I became more accustomed to 
the birds' presence, my ambitions expanded to capture 
"up close and personal images." It would take patience, 
planning and a bit of good luck. 
It didn't take long before I challenged myself to create 
in1ages of a sandhill crane nest. Such a goal is quite an 
undertaking since the birds tend to nest in out-of-the-way, 
difficull-to-reach marsh areas. Sure enough, a year or two 
ago I did find a nest, but the birds had already left. It was 
in a secluded area of cattails and accessible only by boat 
or kayak and chest waders. 
With my initial goal to create nest images accomplished, 
I still wasn't satisfied. I wanted to create pleasing images 
of a sandhill crane nest with eggs or hatchlings. The 
degree of difficulty of my goal increased substantia lly. 
I teamed up with a local angler to track and locate 
possible nest locations. It was on the windy afternoon 
of April 23 that I received a telephone call from hi m. "I 
might know where a nest is," he commented. Whe n I 
as ked for location details, he explained he was seeing 
regular activity and thought it might be worth checking. 
We could get close with a boat and would need to get in 
the water to approach closer to determine whether a nest 
existed. It was windy, and since it hadn't been very warm 
yet, I was apprehensive about going in the water. I even 
suggested we wait for a better day. But, as I considered 
all options. I decided to check out the nest with the 
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angler-windy or not. cold water or nol. 
We made a slow approach and as he had sa1d, the 
cranes were in an area of suitable habitat for nesting. I 
pulled my chest waders up and slid into the water for a 
closer approach. My fishing buddy was right... the cranes 
had not only built a nest, but there were two brown-
speckled eggs! I took a few photos. 
I have a strong belief that I do not have the liberty or 
right to disrupt a wild animal's life or activities for thr 
sakr of photography. I returned as qu ickly as I could to 
the boat and we left the area. 
If I could change any aspect of this unique experience. 
I would have liked to know exactly which day the eggs 
were laid. Since we didn't know for sure how long the 
eggs had been in the nest, we had no way of predicting 
""hat days to expect the hatch. That meant one or the 
other of us would have to check daily to monitor the 
incubatiOn progress. \\'hen we did check, we d1dn't 
approach any closer than necessary and took Just a quick 
glance to confirm the eggs were still present 
One m1ght think simply passing by the nest would be 
easy That is true until you factor in the ever-present. 
non-stop winds that accompany every Iowa spring season 
This year was no different, which meant that some days I 
would travel to the nest in my boat while on the calm days 
(very early in the morning) I wou ld padd le my kayak 
Each day was the same: two eggs in the nest and adult 
cranes guarding the area. After a few days, the adults 
seemed more accepting of our presence, although they 
never sal on the eggs for long. As soon as I or my fishing 
buddy would travel past, the birds would return to sit on 
the eggs. 
All was going well until 
6 inches of rain in 12 hours 
caused rivers, ponds and Jakes 
to rise considerably Many, 
many nests were lost to the 
sudden h1gh water. Goose eggs 
bobbed along the shoreline, 
and I assume nesting ducks 
suffered the same fate. Within 
a day or two of the flood, 
numerous sandhill cranes were ~ 
frequently observed together. 
Before the flood, the birds 
seemed to be paired up and 
claimi ng various sites around 
Sweet Marsh as the ir nesting 
ground. My unscientific, 
gut-feeling is that all but two 
sandhill crane nests were lost 
to high water. 
Since I was unable to check 
the nest the day following 
the flood. my fishing buddy 
ventured out to look. He said 
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the birds were quickly tossing cattails to ra1..,c the nest 
Their work was successful as the nest survived the sudden 
water influx. When the water did recede, the nest was 6 to 
8 inches above water level-before the storm it was just 
above water level. 
After the flood, I wondered if the eggs remained viable. 
Had the time spent with the adults off the nest damaged 
the developing birds? Had the eggs been cooled by water 
exposure? Was the time I spent paddling or boating to the 
nest once or twice a day going to prove to be fruitless? 
Time proved the eggs we re fine! 
Mother's Day was another very windy day, which 
meant I wasn't able to check the nest until nrarly 
sundown. When I went by, only one egg remained and 
a clumsy, fuzzy hatchling was next to half an egg shell. 
We had a sandhill crane chick! The little colt could 
hardly hold its head up and was c;ttll damp Its egg 
tooth was still very visible. My assumption is that the 
first egg to hatch was the firc;t egg laid. Hov.evcr, due 
to the changes to the nest because of high water. 
I cannot prove that assumption. 
I went out the next morning to make sure the chick 
made it through its first night in the wdd All was well. 
and the adults were clearly taking care of their chick The 
strength and coordination that developed in a few hours 
was remarkable. 
1l1at evening, I went out to see if the second egg had 
hatched and to check the status of the hatch ling. Due to a 
large-scale blockage of cattails, my approach to the nest was 
stopped. I climbed out of my boat and kicked and pulled at the 
cattails in an effort to open a path. vVhile kicking at cattails. 
I startled a largemouth bass 
that jumped out of the water and 
onto the cattails. which. in turn. 
startled me 
Despite my efforts. I wasn't 
able to open a path through the 
blockage and couldn't check the 
nest. Once again. the wind had 
caused problems 
The followmg morning, I 
paddled and when I reached 
the cattail blockage, I simply 
_ portaged around the cattails in 
' my quest. The extra effort was 
worth it when I noticed the nest 
now had a second hatchling. 
The first hatch ling that 
struggled to hold its head 
up only hours earlier now 
walked around the nest without 
difficu lty A not1ceablc size and 
coordination difference existed 
between the l\\O hatchlings and 
_.. the older bird made cveq effort 
~=;....,~=:; to dominate the nc\\ ly-halched 
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Regaining A Lost Century In 1992, after a 98-year absence, a pair of sa ndhill cranes successfully hatched two chicks 
at Otter Creek Marsh in Tama County, the first documented successful nesting since the late 1800s in Iowa. Nesting 
reappeared at Sweet Marsh in Bremer County in 1994. 1} By the second day, siblings can be highly aggressive toward 
each other. 2} Cranes form tight family relationships. Ad ults bond and remain monogamous for multiple years. Mother, 
father, and young stay together from hatch into the following March, a period of nine to 10 months. 3} Conflicts between 
siblings may be one reason that often only one young survives to fledging at about 10 weeks, when the chicks can fly. 
4} Prior to the 1990s, the last nesting VJas at the headwaters of the Iowa River near Hayfield in Hancock County in May 
1894. As was common then, the eggs 't'ere taken for an egg collection. 5} Nests are built above water, attached to 
vegetation or built to float. Clutches uSually 1nclude two eggs. 6) Adults form unusually durable bonds and provide 
extended parental care of young. Sandl\ill Cranes engage in dazzling courtship displays shortly after dawn. The primary 
mechanism for pair formation, courtshi~dancing" includes raising bills, strutting, prancing, spreading wings, and leapm 
with distinctive vocalizations. These acts are triggered by hormonal chan es that result from increased daylight hours. 
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Sandhtll cranes may live past 20 
years of age, and unltke herons 
and egrets, they fly with thetr 
necks extended They slowly 
push thetr wtngs down during 
flight, wtth a qutck upstroke. 
Loss and degradatton of 
wetlands and other habttats are 
the most stgntficant threats to 
sandhtll crane populations. 
Get Spellbound Watching Sandhill Cranes 
Bes1des Sweet Marsh, other places to v1ew cranes mclude 
Otter Creek Marsh 10 Tama County, Green Island Wildlife 
Area in Jackson County, Chichaqua Bottoms Greenbelt 
in Polk County, Hogsback Marsh in Worth County and the 
New Albin Bottoms 1n Allamakee County Other s1tes exist, 
but these are the most reliable and easiest to view. 
Horton 
Bremer 
• 
Fredenka 
• 
,----- -e--~----1 
* SWEET MARSH 
Buck Creek 
• 
Artes1an 
Kn1ttel 
--< 3 )-----+-----· ----< 3 ).....0'------1 Readlyn 
• 
Denver 
nesville 
sibling. As I watched, I noticed the older bird would 
peck the head of the young bird. I've seen similar 
behavior between species that has resulted in death. 
For these sandhill cranes, neither bird seemed 
affected by the rivalry. As was the case in previous 
days, the adults did their best to maintain watch over 
their hatchlings. 
On my next visit, both colts were fully cvordinated 
and moved about as needed. The birds weren't even at 
the nest, but were moving in and around the cattails at 
their pleasure. Both were in separate locations and were 
observed crossing short expanses of water by floating 
and swimming like goslings. I felt comfortable that the 
adults were taking good care of their offspring. 
As suddenly as the hatchlings appeared, so too did they 
disappear. Instead of struggling for a whi le before finding the 
little cranes, my next visit to the nest proved disappointing. 
The two hatchlings could not be found. I'm hopeful they 
BREMER COUNTY 
survived, but they faced risks. On one of my early morning 
ventures, I observed a pair of minks hunting and feeding in 
a similar cattail area. Hopefully the aggressive animals found 
enough goslings and ducklings to curb their appetite for 
young sandhill cranes. 
Five or six subsequent visits to the nest also proved 
fruitless. After more than a wee k without any sightings of 
the young birds or ad ults in the nest area, I accepted that 
the adults had moved the birds to a more secluded and 
probably drier area for the next phase of development. 
I suppose I should be satisfied with the experiences 
and the images I created from thi s event, and I am. But 
I'm also somewhat disappointed that I wasn't able to 
document their development to flight age. Perhaps I will 
see them again, but maybe not. That is fine. I appreciate 
the time I was with them, as brief as it was, and truly 
enjoy the memories of the young sandhill cranes of 
Sweet Marsh . ~ 
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SEREN E SOLITUDE. A cockpit view of the Mississippi River 
junction of Japan Slough and Harper's Slough near Yellow 
River State Forest. The Upper Mississippi River National 
Wildlife and Fish Refuge provides thousands of shore 
miles of intricate channels, marshes and islands unnvaled 
in the Midwest, all best expored by kayak. 
• 
1/A· 
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KAYAK SUPPORT 
Each passing year bnngs more support for kayakers 
Iowa's Water Trails Program provides on-water, 
po1nt-to-pomt 1nformat1on about streams and 
lakes "A designated water trail offers better 
access; maybe k1osks, brochures and mterpret1ve 
information," explains John Wenck, DNR's former 
river outreach coordinator. "You can learn what 
type of wildl1fe you might see, any historical 
amenities. It leads to a better apprec iation and 
a better respect for the river." 
Amen1t1es like put-in/take-out po1nts, locator 
s1gns on bndges and warnings about lowhead dams 
and portage routes around hazards are prov1ded 
along a water trail. As of February 2009, there were 
292 miles of des1gnated water trails in Iowa and 
..,..,.. T. ""'- ~---- -"Ill(·· ... • 
' ' .. 
~-~'' ~ --
another 953 under development. 
Invaluable to many is the 184-page Paddling 
Iowa gu1de, wh1ch offers a nearly stroke-by-stroke 
narrative of 34 river and lake stretches Brochures 
are available through county conserva t ion boards, 
the DNR and area Resource, Conservation & 
Development offices. 
Maps showing 25 river routes can be 
down loaded from the DNR River Trails Program. Go 
to www.iowadnr.gov then click on Trails & Paddling, 
then Canoe/Kayak. With the recent explos1on 
of Geographic Information Systems, the DNR 
Interactive Mapp1ng Serv1ce (same steps as above; 
then click on Maps & Brochures, then IMS gu1de) 
prov1des a birds-eye view of many paddle routes 
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That stretch above Retz showed the impact of the 
floods-not just 2008, but high water from 2009. A 
large scrap of fabric-boat upholstery maybe-dangled 
from the limb where it had been deposited 10 feet 
above today's waterline. On a quiet bend. washed-away 
cornstalks floated next to shore. "How much soil came 
downstream with them?" ! wondered . 
There was time still for a fast float downstream and 
then a heavy duty return paddle. Not bad for a season-
ender. Walking the kayak along a gravel bar to cross 
current, the ankle-deep, mid-40 degree water reminded 
me the warm weather trips were over for this season. 
But there will be more. 
KAYAKING TAKES OFF 
I didn't realize I was a trendsetter when I started kayak 
shopping. Tired of a knee that swelled up whenever I 
jogged two days in a row, I wanted another way to get an 
outdoor workout. With two lakes just a couple minutes 
away and a half dozen good paddling rivers within an 
hour or two, I felt the urge to float. Canoeing is great, but 
I can borrow the neighbor's any time. Maybe a kayak? 
I learned I wasn't alone. "Paddle sport activity has 
increased nationally, as well as in Iowa. The outdoor 
sport with greatest growth is kayaking, by 63 percent 
over the last four years," notes John We nck, referring 
to a U.S. Forest Service recreation s urvey. Until 
just rece ntly, Wenck was the DNR rivers outreach 
coordinator and is still an avid paddler. "I see more and 
more paddlers on the river. Iowa's (canoe, kayak, raft) 
shuttle operations have gone from 23 to nearly 60 in the 
last four years." 
Across the country, kayaking is more popular among 
13- to 24-year-olds. In Iowa, that might take a different 
turn. "More of our customers tend to be Baby Boomers," 
assesses Darrin Siefkin, owner of CrawDaddy Outdoors 
in Waverly. "They have a littl e more discretionary income 
and they want to stay fit and active. When I started the 
store, I never would have guessed that." 
Spend a summer weekend at a busy lake and it is 
often an unorganized flotilla of color and paddles. "We 
expanded from four to 12 kayaks when I took over." 
relays Tina Hoffman, who has owned the boat rental 
concession at Lake Macbride State Park near Solon since 
2006. "They're busy all the time." 
While climbing in popularity, there remains an 
ocean of growth for kayaking. The Outdoor Industry 
Association surveyed 40,000 Americans regarding 114 
activities for its 2009 Outdoor Recreation Participation 
Report. It shows 2.8 percent-about 7.8 million 
Americans-went kayaking the year prior. 
So. I started looking closely at outdoor shows and 
in-store displays. "It's growing, I think primarily because 
we (and kayaking) are new in the area," says Ken 
Kremer, owner of Seatasea Watersports in Cedar Rapids. 
His is one of a handful of stores to spec ialize in kayaks 
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Kayaking is a condi t ioning tool. Work1ng the 
whole body, it improves fl exibi li ty, yet avo1ds 
knee and leg impact. Some of the most effec t ive 
outdoor activi t ies inc lude: 
Bicycling (12- 14 mph) 258 
Swimming 258 
Canoeing 250 
Jogging 225 
Hiking 193 
Kayaking 161 
(calories burned per 30 mmutes, by a 135 lb person 
Source, Department of Ktnestology and Health, 
Georgta State University) 
WWW.IOWADNR.GOV 
and canoes. " It's a great family sport. There's virtually no 
upkeep, no fuel. You don't even need a dock, just a beach 
or grass on public property and you're in the water." 
As I pulled in to a parking lot on Lake Macbride late 
in September. Seatasea had seven kayaks of varying 
shapes and sizes at water's edge with another three or 
four still on the trailer About 20 soon-to-b(•-paddlers 
gathered around 
These demo days serve as outdoor showrooms to 
match paddlers and kayaks for a few hours. The kayaks 
were near new, with a scuff here and there. "You have 
foot pegs inside and your knees are going to go up and 
over there," explains Danette Kremer, helping each of us 
climb into the water level cockpit. Once inside, we were 
shown how to use the back and knee rests to brace for 
stability and effecttve paddling. 
I figured I v..ould try them all. \Yell, not the narrow 
pink one, I was told. Kremer discouraged a "nml-sized" 
man from even trying to get into that one. Like the 
kayaks, the paddlers came in all shapes and sizes. 
After four 10- to 20-minute test padd les on the 
glass-smooth lake, I took a second turn in a 14.5 foot 
Wilderness Tsunami. With a foot-guided rudder, it 
tracked straight when I worked the pedals correctly. 
Maybe I was gt'tting the hang of it after trying several 
craft. I liked hov. a longer, 16-footer knifed through the 
water. I wondered, though, could a novtce ltke me handle 
turns against a strong river current? I rt'ally liked the 
blue Tsunami, but wanted to look around. I made a mental 
note that these demos were often on sale at season's end. 
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My wift', Sue, had come along out of curiosity. By 
the time we left, she was hooked. For the next couple 
months, we researched features, models and prices 
in store showrooms, on websites, even an electrontc 
bulletin board. By then, I was ready I worked out 
a deal on that September demonstrator and stashed 
it On Chnstmas morning. tt was on display in the 
snow outstde. 
Even though it was the one I v.. anted. I called it a 
family gift. Then, I opened my present from Sue; a gift 
certificate from the same store that would cover half 
the cost of another one. I kept "my" kayak and handed 
back the gift certificate. We had gone from lookers to a 
two-kayak family overnight. 
And after a year. they have '' orked out great 
I prefer solitary early morning or evening paddles 
A 20-second stare down with a river otter was my 
summer highlight. A close second was five minutes 
floating through a school of feeding white bass. the 
water "popping" around me as they gulped down little 
fish at the surface. 
I found that two kayaks in the garage don't take up 
much more room than one From there, it's a quick 
couple minutes to load for a haul to the lake. About 10 
family mt'mbers or neighbors have given them a tn too 
The get-in-shape part of my plan has yet to materialtze 
That might be because I stop and watch a lot instead 
of working up a sweat paddling, or because I sometimes 
pack dinner and pul l over to eat. Maybe, in Year Two, 
I can get serious. 8! 
c 
I 
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HOW TO SELECT A KAYAK 
You've dec1ded you want a kayak. Now what? 
"I ' ll ask where are you going to paddle-local 
streams and lakes, or the Boundary Waters, maybe 
Lake Supenor?" explains Darren S1efk1n, owner of 
CrawDaddy Outdoors. 
S1efk1n's IS one of just a handful of stores 1n Iowa 
that specialize in paddle sports. Housed in a three-
story former five-and-dime store in downtown 
Waverly, kayaks and canoes line i t s high-cei l ing 
walls . Paddles, life jackets, dry bags, even trailers 
are featured with camping gear, an outgrowth from 
Siefkin's earlier life as an environmental educator. 
"We really want people to come to a demo day 
to make a good choice," says Siefkin . "A guy who's 
6-foot-plus with size 15 shoes-there may only be 
a couple kayaks he'd be comfortable in." 
A staff that knows paddling can narrow down a 
kayaker's tnterest. Just paddling? Fishing from a kayak? 
Maybe a two-day birdwatching trip? "You have to get 
out and teach people about the outdoors. (Then) when 
they understand the gear, the equipment (and) go 
buy a kayak or GPS un1t, you can help them make an 
educated dec1s1on," says Siefkin. 
Those shops organize a vanety of tnps, too, 
prov1d1ng organization and company for paddlers. 
It might be a group paddle down the local river 
or a once -a-decade trip to the sea caves at Lake 
Supertor's Apostle Islands. 
Across Iowa, most sold are recreational kayaks 
used for lake or moderate stream tours trips of a day 
or less More stable than the longer, narrow day-
tounng boats, they don't always track as well The 
day-touring kayaks are longer and respond better 
as you learn to use your body. Until you master that, 
though, it also means they feel unstable. Tounng 
kayaks are longer, narrower and fa ster. If you move 
on to whitewater kayaks, you' ll be in a shorter, 
t1ghter fitting cra ft. Then there's the whole other 
world of sit-on-top and ocean kayaks. 
As always, it helps to have someone who 
understands the sport to help determine not ju st 
the kayak and length, but what gear to pack. Any 
good life Jacket will keep you afloat, but you learn 
that a Type Ill allows more freedom of movement 
and fits well1n the cockpit. Any paddle will propel 
you, but one fitted to your size and sk1ll reduces 
fat1gue and prov1des a clean, balanced stroke 
Beyond basic gear, the sky is the limit, just as 1t IS 
for about any hobby. I figured I would JUSt toss a kayak 
tnto the back of my pickup, loop a bungee cord around 
the nose and go. At over 14 feet, though, 1t would tip 
precanously in the short truck bed. Especially w1th 
a second kayak tn tow, a two-boat rack mounted on 
the tra1ler hitch prevents banging around and that 
rear-v1ew look at flytng kayaks after a b1g bump. 
Dry bags, throw bags, cold weather gloves, insulated 
su1ts, a GPS unit, spray skirts- the serious gear attracts 
your attention as you get deeper into kayaking . 
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BY BRIAN BUTTON, GARY SIEGWARTH AND GREG SIMMONS ILLUSTRATIONS BY STUDIO Z 
D A .. IT~ 'T'T~' TT'\ rrr n "7 T r c /' ,.J'T"' T) () T f) () (' uv bedrock areas in towns, creating convenient fishing accrs~. Usc these tips Bouldering Smallmouth bass hunt rocky bottoms in 
search of crayfish. Cast 1n the 
eddies below boulders where 
they rest. Actively feeding fish 
may lurk ahead of the boulders, 
ndmg the pressure waves 
for other rivers with dams, too. Fisheries bio logists say these easy-to-fish locations 
are good, but di~pel the myth they are the best locations. ~o after fishing below the 
dam, head downriver to the natural, meandering sections to fish deeper pools cut on 
the outs1de bends of rivers. especially where logjams or boulders arc found, as well 
as transition areas bet\'.een sandbars on ins1de bends and the deeper waters Use a 
m1nnO\\ imitation crankbait for walleye, northerns and bass 
The Blockade Two dams at Elkader are the first 
obstructions for fish that migrate from the M1ssiss1pp1 
River, 39 miles downstream As such, areas below-dam 
hold migratmg walleye and sauger A few rock bass and 
many smallmouth bass and channel catfish are present 
Few channel cats are found above the Elkader dams 
due to the blockage The DNR stocks walleye fingerlings 
upnver above the dams. These fish rely on deeper pools to 
overwinter Nearly half the wal leye found below the dams 
travel to the M1ssiss1ppi to overwmter in deeper pools. 
rock bass 
Bndge 
St reet 
smallmouth bass 
hide below large boulders 
Walleye Wisdom Walleyes use the1r supenor night vision 
and cover of darkness to invade these shallows m search of a meal 
F1sh shallow running crankba1ts m topwaters m late evenmg and 
early morning Use large artificial plastic tubes Walleye are stocked 
annually as 2-inch fingerlings in early June The upper stockmg site 
on the Turkey River 1s near Cresco and the lower s1 te IS near 
B1g Spnngs Hatchery About 50,000 fingerlings are stocked all 
along these points, roughly 30 fingerlmgs per acre. Exact stockmg 
s1tes are not important to anglers as the fish disperse and are 
found m good habitat throughout the river Stock1ng below-dam 
does not occur as fish move upstream from the Miss1ss1pp1, and 
stocked walleyes flow over the dams from the upper stockmg sites. 
smallmouth bass 
RAPIDS 
Fish these runs 
usmg worms 
for red horse 
and suckers. 
" 
ROCKS AND LOGS 'f smallmouth bass 
-.MAIN 
DAM 
LOCATED 
UPRIVER 
TO 
DOWNTOWN 
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Fish Trackers Based on a DNR tracking study of rad1o-tagged fish 
below Elkader, all channel catfish, 64 percent of walleye and 60 percent of 
smallmouth bass implanted with radio transmitters move to the M1SS1Ss1pp1 
River in search of deeper water to overwrnter Movement begrns late 
October or early November when water temperatures drop below so· F 
Channel cats overwinter in holes 20-feet deep, walleye and smallmouth 
rn less deep areas. These fish move back to the Turkey R1ver rn early April 
when water temperatures are near 44 F. Water depths greater than 15 
feet were only found in two places in the 39 mile run from Elkader to the 
MissiSSippi, w1th both spots within two miles of the Mississippi River 
I 
Below Dam Obstacles to fish m1grat1on, such 
as dams, are good fish1ng locations to target many 
species all year except winter, when fish seek deeper 
holes. Migratory fish stack up below dams as far away 
as a mile in deeper rest1ng pools, so don't limit fishrng 
to just below dams. Northern p1ke w1ll dart the fast 
water at dams, attempting to m1grate upriver right 
after ice-out. Use large, flashy spoons to target p1ke. 
Fish for smallmouth 
and walleyes rn 
the slow pool and 
submerged rocks. 
Fast Cats Channel catfish are 
caught rn these fast areas during 
May, when migrating for spawing 
and at night all summer. Dams 
prevent the species from rnhab1ting 
areas above Elkader 
Bike and Walk tng Path 
RIFFLES 
ROCKY 
ISLAND • J 
Fish white bass and 
smallmouth off the 
points of rock bars. 
Turkey River, Elkader 
Clayton County • 
Bass Busters Adjust your 
re trieve based on species. 
Because of therr speed, wh1te 
bass h1t tw1ster tails with a quick 
retrieve. Use a slower retrreve 
for smallies. Wh1te bass tend 
to congregate rn faster waters 
Spring Saugers In spring, 
look for a sauger and walleye run 
the first part of March to April 
Often associated w1th a bump rn 
river flow and water temperature. 
the changrng river flow triggers 
them to leave their wintering holes. 
Find Holes Fish deep 
restrng holes and pools one 
to two miles downr1ver, 
where the dam forces 
fish to find habitat. Holes 
downriver will hold nrce-
sized walleyes, smallmouth 
and channel cats Areas with 
a variety of depths create 
overhead cover and mixed 
river veloc1t1es w1th calm 
and current areas and a mix 
of bottom substrates to hold 
the most gamefish. 
In spring, smallmouth bass hit 
this seam where faster water 
meets slower shallows 
DEEPER, 
FAST CHANNEL F1sh white bass in May 
Rock bass hold off 
rocky areas. 
... 
Redhorse and sucker rest 
offshore 1n slackwater shallows. 
F1sh with worms. 
SANDBAR 
FLOOD WALL STEPS TO 
RIVERBED 
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Pileated Wood eckers Provide 
Woodland Bir ing Challenge 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
W~~!:r~T~e~~~~~~E~~~~h~ 
pileated woodpecker is hard to mistake for any other 
bird. Animated and namboyant, the bird served as the 
original inspiration for the Woody the Woodpecker 
cartoon character. A thrill to observe, the species ranks 
high on my list of favorite woodland birds. 
Getting a close look is never easy. As elusive as a spring 
gobbler and as shy as an emerging morel, the pileated is 
a master at avoiding human contact. This is definitely one 
forest species that is more often heard than seen. 
Evidence of their passing is easier to detect. Most 
common are feeding cavities where birds engage 
their relentless, lifelong quest for carpenter ants. T he 
equivalent of feathered jack hammers, pileateds use 
powerful chiseled beaks to whack away 3- and 4-inch 
chunks of bark and wood. Chips fly, and on a calm clay, 
the noise can be heard for a quarter-mi le. 
Once the heavy work is complete and all the easy ants 
have been captured and swallowed, pileateds employ 
their long sticky tongues to probe tunnels for fugitives. 
By the time the task is finished, hardwood trunks often 
bear telltale 10-inch-deep scar measuring up to 3 feet in 
length. Some excavations are even more dramatic. While 
attempting to locate and photograph a group of young 
pileateds, I once discovered a large trunk where foraging 
adults had carved a deep, continuous gouge measuring 
more than 7 feet from top to bottom. Given a bit more 
time, the giant woodpeckers could have easily turned 
the ancient stump into a perfect dugout canoe. As long 
as there arc ants present, pileateds won't hesitate to go 
to the forest noor to launch an assault on rotting logs. 
By the time the forays are finished, the fallen trunks are 
completely shredded, as if visited by foraging bears. 
Pileated woodpeckers have a commanding presence, 
and nationwide, perhaps no wood land species is more 
popu lar wi th birders. From the rich woodpecker-infested 
bayous of southern Louisiana to the barren pine forests 
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of the , orth, I've been attempting to sp) on and 
photograph plleateds ever since I heard and sa"' my 
first one at northeast Iowa's Yello" River State Forest 
in 1965 For more than 30 years I have dreamed of 
photographing an active nest. After several near m1sses 
and seasons of failure, it appeared as if my oppor tumty 
might finally have come when D TR Conservation 
Officer Bill Fribley called to say that he had located 
an active pair in the woodlands of Ledges State Park 
in Boone County. 
rt was late March and the pair had already excavated 
two potenlial nesting cavities about a hundred yards 
aparl. Setting a ground blind near the most promising 
location, I was able to observe (and photograph) both 
adults as they repeatedly visited the nest. Although I'd 
been through the drill before, I had a particularly good 
feeling about the future of this sile 
As aJ ..... ays, the birds proved extremely wary On one 
occasion, the drilling male halted excavations and nearly 
spook(•d from the nest at the sound of the camera To 
avo1d furthe r disturbance, I decided to stay away from 
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the pair for the next two months When l returned in late 
~ l a}. the territory was barely recognizable. Instead of 
stark, open and leafles , the forest had become closed. 
dark and green. 
All was well, and I was delighted to find the pileateds 
still on territory. Even more exciting was the fact that 
they were busily engaged in the care and feedmg of 
three boisterous youngsters. Like the forest itself, the 
pair had undergone a profound change. Burdened with 
the responsibility of providing an endless supply of ants 
and ant grubs to their open-mawed young, the adults had 
lost much of the wariness displayed during late winter. 
As long as human intruders displayed a modicum of 
respect and distance. the birds showed little concern and 
presented an ideal opportunity for close-up observation 
of this unique Iowa bird species 
When the weekend arrived. I returned for some 
serious viewing. The sun was still rising behmd the 
ridgcline as I settled in behind the camera tnpod I had 
literally \\aited decades to enjoy th1s event, and I planned 
on making a full day of it. To celebrate the occasiOn, I'd 
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, . OPPOSITE· A male uses a patr of 
stiff tail feathers to prop agamst 
the tree while delivering a meal of 
carpenter ants to hungry offspnng 
The youngsters-two males and 
one female-fledged, or left the 
nest, in early June LEFT In sptte 
of the tncredible work requtred to 
chtsel the 20-inch deep cavity from 
solid elm-a process that can take 
30 days to six weeks-
the adults will not use the nest 
a second season. They'll create 
a new one instead, searchtng for 
another large, dead tree, leaving 
the old site to provide homes for 
secondary cavity nesters such as 
wood ducks. Last May, a patr of 
the giant woodpeckers nested 
at Ledges State Park near Boone 
where the birds soon became 
a popular tounst attractton as 
wtldlife enthusiasts and outdoor 
photographers from across the 
state viewed the spectacle 
even gone so far as to bring my own "ants" for lunch. 
Actually, it was a collection of peanut butter-filled celery 
sticks topped with rows of partially embedded dark 
raisins. My wife. Carol, refers to the tasty treat as "Ants 
on a Log." All things considered, no meal could have 
seemed more fitting. 
As news of nesting pileated woodpeckers at Ledges 
State Park spread, wildlife viewing enthusiasts from 
across much of Iowa traveled to view the sight. By the 
time the pair's three youngsters successfully fledged in 
early June, the site had become one of the park's most 
popular natural attractions. Included on the list of regular 
nest site visitors was Larry Dau, president of the Ames-
based Big Blue Stem Audubon Chapter. 
"This was an extremely exciting event," says Dau. "All 
my life I've been trying to get pictures of this. I've had 
opportunities in the past, but something always went 
wrong and [ never got the shots. This time it's working; 
I'm getting the photos. 
"It's all been wonderful, but I think the best day was 
when a second adult male showed up near the nest," 
recalls Dau . "Suddenly, I could see two males. the adult 
female, and all three young in the same view. The firs t 
(resident) male became immediately defensive and gave 
chase. For the next couple of minutes, the two males 
went round and round flying at top speed weaving the ir 
way back and forth, up and down through the branches 
and foliage until the interloper finally left the territory. 
It was truly incredible. I never dreamed that I would 
ever view six pileated woodpeckers in one place at one 
time in my lifetime. It was a definite highlight." 
Ankeny outdoor photographer Jeff Glock shares 
the enthusiasm. 
"I heard about the nest from a birder friend, and this 
is my second time here," said Glock during a May 30 
vi s it to the site. "It's really been exciting-a very unique 
opportunity. We have a cabin up at Lake Superior. and I've 
tried to get shots of the pileateds up there, but the birds 
are extremely difficult and I've had a lot of trouble . 
"My mom has wanted a picture of a pileated 
woodpecker, but I've never been able to gel one." 
Glock adds." ow I can give her one of these." 8 
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Iowa State Untverstty natural resource 
ecology graduate student Irma Tapta 
releases a young Jackrabbit after fitting 
tt with an ear tag radto transmitter. 
Research students will track the 
antmals movements to get a better 
understandtng of its home range and 
habttat reqUirements. 
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How many live jackrabbits does it take to draw 
ea a m a crowd? If it's at 
it just takes one. STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
HE SCENE LOOKED MORE 
like an impromptu game of football than an official 
scientific endeavor. The location was a short-cropped 
oat field at Iowa State University's Agronomy and Agricultural 
Engineering Research Farm near Ames. The ISU home team 
just tackled its opponent and was engaged in a classic "dog 
pile." In the melee, it was hard to determine exactly who had 
who. The suspense ended abruptly as animal ecology student 
Eric Kilburg emerged from the bottom of the heap. With right 
thumb held high, Kilburg gleefully announced, "We've got 
'em."' Given the OK to proceed, the remaining gallery rushed 
to view the caplive. 
There was good reason for all the commotion. 
It isn't every day a person receives an opportunity 
to see and touch a live Iowa jackrabbit. Perhaps no 
group is more acutely aware of that than student 
researchers with the ISU Department of atural 
Resource Ecology and Management. For two years, 
they and DNR biologists have been reminded time 
and again how difficult it is to capture a quick-thinking, 
fleet footed white-tailed jackrabbit. 
Whenever a healthy specimen is safely secured, it is 
cause for celebration. Mter all, you can't have a viable 
wildlife study without subjects, and few subjects come 
harder than a healthy jack. This particular animal (an 
adull female) had become an unwitting participant in 
a first-of-its-kind radio telemetry investigation of the 
srasonal habitat use and movement behavior of white-
tailed jackrabbits. Born of necessity, the cooperative 
endeavor is exploring the little known biology of the 
state's only wild hare. Researchers hope the findings 
wi ll ultimately enable wildlife biologists to make sound 
management recommendations regarding the eco logical 
needs of this dwind ling native species. 
"Once we capture one, the main thing is to try and 
keep the animal calm," remarks Kilburg, still trying to 
catch his breath from the intense sprint that drove the 
fleeing jackrabbit into the entangling embrace of a nearly 
invisible waist-high. wall of nylon netting. 
"Jackrabbits are so powerful and they struggle like 
crazy. When you catch a big one like this animal. it really 
takes two people to safely hold them down," he adds. 
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"One person pins the hips and rear legs while th e other 
person takes the front half and covers the eyes L' nless 
properly secured. they can easily dislocate and break 
bones or they can break their backs. This technique ts 
worktng, and so far. we haven't had a single injury to 
a jackrabbit. although we have had some pretty good 
scratches and bites to humans." 
As soon as the jack calmed down and ceased 
struggling, the research team went to work. 
"The first thing we do is take a variety of 
measurements-ear le ngth, hind fool, tail, total body 
length and total body weight," explains ISU Associate 
Professor of Animal Ecology and project adviser Sue 
Fai r banks. "We also do a small ear c lipping for DNA 
analysis . The last thing we do is install the radio-an ear 
mounted transmitter for smaller jackrabbits and a collar 
for adults Once the radio is installed. the jack is released 
and we watt for the animal to begin telling us things about 
ttself From start to finish. the whole process usually 
takes less than 10 minutes and the animal ts on its way" 
Getting to that point is no walk in the park 
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ll Members of the ISU jackrabbit research team study a depression 
that served as a resting spot for a pregnant female jackrabbit. The 
spot was located via radio telemetry Team members 
conduct a dnve to force fleeang JackrabbitS into a short mesh fence 
where they are quickly subdued and calmed Care 1s taken not to 
InJUre the exc1ted Jack. Wh1le no Jackrabbit has been InJured dunng 
the project, the same cannot be sa1d for the students Some have 
suffered b1tes and scratches from the feisty Jacks Once 
captured, researchers take vanous length and we1ght measurements 
and collect DNA samples F1nally, radio transmitters are implanted; 
smaller, l1ghter ear tags like the one pictured for the young of 
3 
the year, and radio collars for the mature hares. Researchers will 
conduct captu res whenever condit1ons allow either day or night 
71 Enc Ki lburg and Irma Tap1a, lead members of the research team, 
track a recent ly released jackrabbit on the ISU Research Farm. 
"The hardest part is getting an animal 'on the air' in 
the first place:· says Kilburg. "Jackrabbits arc extremely 
hard to capture and we've been forced to experiment with 
a variety of methods. We've tried drop nets. but the jacks 
were reluctant to go under them We tried box traps but 
only had one capture. Portable net barriers have been the 
best. and depending on location. we'll install nels to fit 
the situation. Each set is different and we use anywhere 
from 300 to 400 yards of mesh for each drive." 
But before a drive is attempted, jackrabbits must first 
be patterned, notes Ki lburg. Researchers normally spend 
four or five days determining what fields jacks are using, 
what time of the day or night they're most active. where 
they enter fields and where they exit. 
"It all takes patience and planning. And. on the day of 
the drive, it takes lots and lots of people It's challenging. 
but if you put in your time. you can succeed." says Kilburg. 
" orne days it works. but a lot of times the animal will 
escape at the very last second. That's frustrating But 
when things go right and a jackrabbit hits the net full bore 
and is successfully captured. then the team members feel 
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as if they've really accomplished something. Every capture 
makes all the effort seem well worth it." 
"Obtaining a significant number of animals for the 
telemetry study has been very challenging, but I think we're 
already collecting some very valuable data from the group 
we have," says Irma Tapia, an ISU natural resource ecology 
graduate student who is studying genetic diversity among 
Iowa jackrabbits and is the telemetry monitoring leader. 
"So far, we have been able to place transmitter collars 
on nine adult jackrabbits since 2008, and still have four of 
those on the air. T hree of the radioed animals nave been 
killed by coyotes (this assumption was based on tooth mark 
measurements and other circumstantial kill site evidence), 
one died of sickness and one mortality remains a mystery." 
Movements within the jackrabbits' home ranges have 
also been interesting, says Tapia. One nonadventurous 
jackrabbit has never left the research farm. Others have 
explored several sections outside the area and returned 
to home base. Two moved at least three miles from the 
facility, but returned to thei r original habitats. 
"The DNA work is another very important aspect of 
the study," says Tapia. "One of the things we're trying 
to determine is if Iowa populations are truly isolated or 
if they're mixing with other fragmented groups. If DNA 
codes are very similar within a group, it can mean that 
inbreeding is taking place. Over time, the situation could 
prove disastrous. On the other hand, if populations are 
mixing and show good genetic diversity, that could bode 
well for the future." 
J T 
Biologist Todd Bogenschutz, there remains little question 
that Iowa jackrabbit popu lations arc in dire straits. 
"It's alarming," says Bogenschutz. "F'or the past 40 
years, jackrabbits have exhibited a downward trend as 
populations have followed a steady and dramatic decline 
in small grain production. During the early 1960s, Iowa 
had around four million acres of oats on the landscape. 
By 2009, that had fallen to around 100,000 acres, a 
98 percent decrease. Oats, alfalfa and pasture were 
important habitats for Iowa jackrabbits and it's obvious 
that they haven't been able to cope with the loss." 
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For those who loved to pursue hard runntng, htgh-leaptng whtte-tailed 
Jackrabbtts, h1gh school huntmg buddy 
Cratg Buehler was tough on jacks. The 
reason was he was owner/operator of a 
slim-lined, sweet shoottng .22 Hornet rifle. 
Equtpped wtth a htgh grade scope, the 
nfle could drive tacks out to a hundred 
yards or more All in all, the dtmtnuttve 
little centerfire was the perfect caliber for 
huntmg northern Iowa Jacks 
Back in the day, Iowa Jackrabbits were 
about as close to b1g game hunttng as 
most of us were likely to get. Although 
jacks were a common tnhab1tant 
throughout the region our most favored 
hunting grounds were around Unden 
Ranch Located near Thornton, the 
ranch's sharply rolling terratn was better 
su1ted to stock cows than row crops. 
The sprawling mtx of short pasture 
and boggy lowlands presented a perfect 
landscape mosatc where both cattle and 
rabbtts thrived 
Our weekend safans were usually 
planned around one of the hunters' 
tables in the school cafetena. When the 
foray began, Buehler assumed the potnt 
posttton wh1le the rest of us fanned 
out w1th whatever arttllery we could 
scrounge-usually an assorted collection 
of hand me down .22 long rifles or full 
choke 12 gauge shotguns loaded w1th 
heavy charges of II 4 or #2 shot 
Ftnd1ng game was rarely an issue 
The first Jacks were often s1ghted while 
we were sttll pulltng on Jackets or filltng 
our pockets with ammo Once the hunt 
was underway, our shots would vary 
from antmals loptng across a htllside at 
75 yards or more (on ly Buehler could 
attempt these) to flattened out jacks 
that l1terally JUmped at our feet. To have 
two or three hares runntng at once was 
not uncommon. Although our combined 
take was never what it should have been, 
we did somet1mes bag enough to make 
carrying the hefty 8- to 9-pound critters 
back to the road a challenge 
Although our 1960s Jackrabbtt 
hunts were excittng enough for us, they 
paled tn comparison to what serious 
adults were doing The most dramatiC 
examples came from the so-called etrcle 
hunts H1gh jackrabbtt populations 
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were sometimes cons1dered a nutsance 
by alfalfa farmers and large organized 
hunts were an attempt at control. As 
the name implies, c1rcle hunts conststed 
of a party of hunters surround tng 
a jackrabbtt laden tract of habttat 
and then closing tn Results proved 
incredtble Dunng a 1961 wtnter 
hunt Conservatton Officer Frank Starr 
reported 99 Jackrabbtts k1lled and only 
15 escapees from a successful circle 
hunt that occurred on a sectton of 
land near Storm Lake. During a s1mtlar 
hunt, Conservatton Off1cer Jim R1pple 
reported 90 jacks k1lled from a single 
sect1on near Lidderdale Conservation 
Off1cer James Baldwin reported that 
458 Jackrabbits were k1lled, while an 
additional 307 escaped, during the 
comb1ned efforts of ntne circle hunts 
conducted tn Clay County during the 
winter of 1959 60 Although Iowa 
Conservation Commtssion archtves 
contatn detailed tnformation regardtng 
32 northern Iowa ctrcle hunts, there 
ts no record of so much as a stngle 
human inJury resulttng from what, 
by today's hunter safety standards, 
was a potenttally risky practtce 
All told, more than 100,000 
Jackrabbits were annually harvested 
in Iowa dunng the 1960s Many Jacks 
made the1r way to eager markets where 
meat supplied protem to local mink 
ranches and the pelts used to make felt 
garment liners. Thousands more were 
taken to local county courthouses to 
collect lucrat1ve 10 cent bounties The 
Jackrabbtts my classmates and I ktlled 
were promptly served for d1nner 
Early (1960s) surveys revealed breeding 
popu lattons of white-tailed Jackrabbtts 
were present across most of Iowa. Highest 
denstttes occurred across northcentral 
and northwest Iowa where wtnter counts 
sometimes exceeded 1 00 Jacks per square 
mtle, and populattons of 30 antmals per 
square mile were not uncommon Today. 
Jackrabbtts are rarely seen across much of 
the1r former range No Jackrabbtts were 
reported during the 2008 August Roadstde 
Survey, and only one was tallied dunng 
the 2009 survey. Most contemporary 
encounters are inc1dental to other forms 
of upland huntmg 1!1! 
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Iowa Jackrabbit populat1ons have suffered a contmual, downward spiral followmg a 
roughly 98 percent decrease 10 small grain productiOn over the past 50 years. 
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In lnd1anola, a barren asphaltiC roof IS transformed into hab1tat to create pleas1ng views from 
upsta1rs w1ndows. Living roofs reduce runoff, m1mmize a1r cond1tionmg costs and prolong the 
longev1ty of roofing surfaces. The benefits and beauty are helpmg green roofs gain in popularity. 
Homes. bustnesses and public but I dings are adding green roofs as retrofits or new construction to 
harvest the benefits of a living roof. The rain-absorbing 
roofs create a cooler, energy efficient summer space, turn 
barren areas into beautiful habitat and can outlasl typical 
roof materials by decades (some green roofs in Europe 
have endured for 75 years). 
1 Iowa ~tate University built the King Pavilion on the 
north stele of the Design Center with sustainable destgn. 
inclucltng a livmg roof "As we talk to our design students 
about the complexities of sustainability, we will be able 
to point to thts facility and use it as an example of hov. 
it is done.'' sa\ s I uis Rico-Gutierrez. dean of dcstgn 
( ompletcd last june. the roof was sown with 20 vancttes 
of hardy. colorful perennials, including 14 types of hardy 
1 - -- -
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sedum in a gravel-sand medium over three substrate 
layers to control moisture flow and to protect the roof 
membrane "This type of roof should prevent 80 percent 
of rain and melted snow from Oowing to the storm sewers 
as runoff," says Kerry D ixon-Fox, an architect with ISU 
facilities planning and management. 
it also cuts the heat-island effect. wlwn sunshtne 
heats a roof surface and bakes the interior space and 
adjacent areas. "Instead of a roof that could be as much 
a-; 80 degrees warmer than the air above it on a summer 
evening, the pavilion's roof should be about 5 degrees 
warmer than the air," Dixon-Fox says 
The building also features insulation from recycled 
denim jeans. natural ventilatiOn cooling that negated air 
cond1t10ning needs and other energy-sav tng touches such 
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Learn More 
www.greenroofs.org offers news and features projects worldwide 
www.roofscapes.com technical experts in green roof engineering 
www.icosc.com an Iowa resource for sustamable bulldtng 
www.sarnafilus.com maker of roofing and waterproofing systems 
www.rdgusa.com Architecture, landscape architecture and planning 
firm with offices in Omaha, Des Memes and Ames. 515-288-3147. 
The new King Pavil1on at Iowa State Un1versity was recently awarded 
LEED Platinum certification by the U.S. Green Buildmg Council, the first 
higher-education building m Iowa to rece1ve that status. 
as dual-flush toilets and stormwater management that 
allov.s most runoff to seep mto the soli 
Designed byRD(, Planning and Design in D<'s Moines. 
the group won an architectural award for tts work No 
strangers to green roofs. one designer, Patrit k Dunn , 
added a living roof to his Indianola home Due to the 
cooler roof and other practtces. the six-membet family 
horne averages just $90 a month in electrical u-;e, less 
than half their previous similarly sized horne used 
" It is certainly a conversation piece," -;ays Dunn. "You 
can look down on it. '1 he aesthetics are a big part of it." 
"'G G c I r·~--- I 
Contact a design and architecture professional during the 
building design phase or have a s tructural analysis done 
for an existing building. i\.lany buildings. especially those 
with rot k b:tlla-;t on the roof. ma} be able to be retrofitt<.·d 
with a ltving roof. 
GREEN ROOf CROSS SECTION 
More than ju-;t soil. living roofs usc well-planned 
materials in l<t}ers A waterproof membrane protects 
the building against moisture A root barrier layer 
i-. placed atop the waterproof membrane A series of 
dramagt> la}crs prevent plants from drO\\ning during 
excessively wet periods. Sandy sotls are placed above 
the drainage layer and either seeded or planted 
with plugs of durable plants such as sedums, prairie 
clropseed, asters, prickly pear, coneflower and black-
eyed ~usan 
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Add fruit to your back~<mlto 
attract a variety of butter fltt•s unlikely 
to visit flowering plants alone . Cut, m a5h 
01 plac_ whole bananas, melons apples and 
p-.aches on a platform or on the ground to attract 
qucstwn marks, Polygollla znterrogatunus. eastern 
ron11nas, Polygonza commas; and gra~ commas. 
Polygonza progne The mourning cloak, ,\ymplwlis 
antwpa. may also \!Sit along with othtr spcctt•s . 
"Once tlw lnut runs 1ts course of ripcmng and rolling 
and the butttrflies stop \!Siting. 1t is time to lhange the 
lruit," sa\ s Ron Jones, manager of Bellevue '->tate Park. 
which leaturt'" a large butterfly garden. 
"As fru1t spoils, ll produces alcohols and buttcrflit·s 
love that." sa~ s '\at han Brockman. curator of the 
2.500 square foot mdoor butterfly \..:ing of ISL' 's Reirnen 
Gm dens 111 Ames "The} also rna~ visit trel's for sap for 
the concentrated sugars" He recommends homeowners 
with fruit trees leave some fallen fruit on the ground . 
"That is the natural order of what occurs. Picking it up 
lakes food away from those species," and dcnys important 
pollinators, such as native solitary bees. a food sour<:<' 
Planng fruit outside can have some other effects "You will 
get f11es. beetles and wasps more so than butterflies, so use 
at your own nsk," says Brockman, who also suggests kecpmg 
a sL•llion of t:arlh m01st to accommodate puddhng b< havior. 
where buttcrfht:s take 1f1 salts and minerals from the soil. 
To gt•t a butterfly-eye \le\\ of good plant species, visit 
the butterfly garden at Bellevue State Park or stroll the 
outdoor areas of Reiman Gardens to sec buttcrtlies flitting 
among both native perenmals and annuals 1n attracti\'e 
outdoor settings "You can get ideas for planh that arc 
good for butterOte"- and see what speCies the butterflies 
are VIsiting," says Brockman 
"'iou want to keep something blooming all season," 
says Jones At Bellevue, they plant zmnias. mangolds 
and Mexican sunflowers, with their bnght orange 
blossoms, .along with cosmos and sedum autumn joy, 
with clusters of pink flowers that bloom in the fall. along 
with native concOowcrs. The park's garden kiosk allows 
vis1tors to learn about plant and butterfly spec1cs and 
butter fl~ l1fecycles. You can get your hands d1rty. too. 
by volunteering to help maintain the garden 
Get Involved 
Help mamtain the butterfly gardens at Bellevue State Park. 
V1s1tors can help w1th planting and upkeep of the gardens 
as well as monarch tagging m the fall To part1c1pate, call 
the park at 563-872-4019. 
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Deck out your vehicle to help wildlife and habitat 
Show your pride and support wildl1fe with two new license 
plate cho1ces that feature a white-tailed deer or brook 
trout Designed by Cedar Rapids art1st Greg Bordignon 
who also illustrated the pheasan t and eag le plates, the 
new plates join three others ded1cated to natural resource 
programs The goldfi nch/rose, pheasant and eagle pla tes 
together generate abou t S 1 mill1on a year and outse ll all 
of the state's other spec1alty plates. 
Ross Hamson, DNR coordinator for the Resource 
Enhancement and Protection program (REAP). predicts 
the new plates may double current tncome because of 
the popularity of t he design 
New plate sales began this spring at county 
treasurers ' offices. At a purchase price of $45 and 
annual renewal of $25, the REAP program receives 
$35 from each purchase and S 10 from renewals. 
The DNR's nongame wildlife program gets S 10 from 
the purchase and $15 from renewals. 
REAP provides fund1ng to c1t1es, count1es and state 
conserva t ion efforts, as well as to landowners and 
conservat ion organizat ions and indiv iduals The DNR's 
nongame wild life program uses the revenue to match 
federal money for projects dealing w1th wlldl1fe that are 
not hunted or fished, and therefore not managed by use 
of hunting and f ishtng license revenue 
Vis1t your county treasurer's office to order plates. 
Give a Gift 
You can buy a g1ft certificate for the new license plates for 545 
or the $90 personalized plate at your county treasurer's office. 
The g1ft rece1ver will have to follow through w1th the treasur-
er's office by bringing m the old plates and registration. 
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Turn a Forest Pest into Tasty Pesto 
Garlic mus tard , Alliaria petiolata, was brought from Europe 
in the 1800s for culinar y and medicinal purposeg. In the 
wild, thi s invasive species can quickly dominate a forest 
floor, choking out wildflowers , ferns and tree s<'cdli ngs. 
High in vitamins A and C, the plant smells like garlic and 
resembles mus tard plant or creeping charlie. 
While most animals dislike the taste, cooks are 
rediscovering its culinary roots and are biting back. For 
reclaiming the woods, the best con trol method is to pull 
and dispose of the plants prior to seed production. Recently, 
discriminating connoisseurs are also weeding and eating 
this plant, once known as poor man's mustard. 
Garlic mustard leaves can be eaten fresh in salads or 
used in any recipe calling for mustard greens. Ensure the 
plants are clean and free of any chemical treatments. Plants 
may be dried or sauteed to add spice to any favorite recipes. 
Do not replant thi s invasive into your herb gardens. There 
is plenty to go around and many opportunities in Iowa for 
volunteer pulling. Bon appetit! 
Get Involved 
Help control this invasive plant. 
Call your area state parks, county 
conservation boards and c1ty parks 
to volunteer to remove this plant. 
Learn more about the Quad Cities 
pull Sat., May 8, 9 a .m noon by 
calling 563-344-4084 or 
www.extension.iastate.edu/scott 
-
RD PESTO AND PASTA 
MAKES 4 CUPS 
4 cloves ga rl ic 
3 ta blespoons ga rl ic mustard t aproot s 
3A cup parsley 
1 cup garlic mustard leaves 
1 Y2 cups basil leaves 
1 Vz cups olives 
2 cups walnuts o r 3A cup pine nuts 
1 v .. cups olive oil (or as needed) 
2 cups grated parmesan or pecorino cheese 
In food processor: 
1. Chop garlic and garlic mustard roots. 
2 . Add parsley, garlic, garlic mustard leaves and basil and chop. 
3 . Add nuts and chop coarsely. 
4 . Add olive oil and process unti l you've created a 
coargc pas te . Add to cooked pas ta and toss well. 
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Russian Fisherman's Soup 
Quail 's Nest 
Rus~ian and American Cuisine Add a New Twist to Old Favorites 
MOSCOW NATIVES BRING FLAIR, FUN AND FLAVOR TO CENTRAL IOWA 
Steak, pasta, ribs and burgers 
alongside Russian faz·orites like 
beef stroganot•. A!oscow fillet. 
Wellington salmon and sllaslzlik 
kebobs sat zsfy all tastes at Irina's. 
QUAIL'S NEST 
Qutc!? and szmple to cook. the 
rlegant qua1l presentation will I imprrss guests and please palates 
witlz tllr mtld sweetness from 
tlze Marsala. 
One baking potato, finely shredded 
Two qua1l 
hard bo1led quail eggs from Asian stores 
Thyme, basil, rosemary, finely chopped 
2 tablespoons oil 
2 ounces Marsala wine 
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Preheat oven to 500 E On sto\'etop. 
heal an O\' l'nproof skillet wtlh oil 
on high s<'tting . Plan• quat! sktn 
sick dov.·n. cooking until brown 
or gold<'n . Flip quail, cover and 
put in OVC'Il for 1:~ minutes . 
For nC'st, ritwly shred po tato and 
place into bowl, covering s h reds 
wi t h water to prevent brov. n ing 
Whi le' quai l is baking, make nc'>t 
by plactng a portion of potatoes 
into a metal strainer to deep rat fry 
or cook nest on stov<'lop in a deep 
pan using a spoon to ladle hot oi l 
oHJ' any an•as not in contact \\ith 
01! Cook until golden. 
Remove quail from oven. and. while 
in hot pan. add 1 to 2 ounces of 
~lar,ala. Place nest on plate. add 
quat! and return hot skillet \Vith 
juices and :\l arsala to ~tov(•top. Heat 
for one minute to n·duce liquid. 
while scraping any brov. ned bits 
from pan Pour over quat! 
RUSSIAN FISHERMAN'S SOUP 
A perfect renpr for a mixrd catch. 
the clean. clear broth chrrrs the soul. 
1 teaspoon black pepper 
2 potatoes 
1 carrot 
1 bay leaf 
1 omon, skinned 
2 pounds freshwater fish 
1 gallon water 
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Venison Cutlets 
Irina Khartchenko and Dm1tri lakovlev created an 1nt1mate, relaxed and 
fun eatery where ·vou get the table for the night; says Irina . •people 
are constantly running 1n the U.S., but here, you can stay as long as 
you wish and relax- bring fnends or family and make an even1ng out 
of your stay. We strive for five-star service w1th a two-star price.· Most 
entrees are $8 to S 18 and wines sold elsewhere for S 11 to S 1 5 a glass 
are half that and less at Irina's. Chotees are endless with Baltika beers 
from Russia, 50 vodkas and 70 wines with tableside tastings. 
In the past , magiCians enchanted patrons tables1de with up close 
sle1ght of hand, now live mus1c rangmg from country to classiC 
70s and '80s is found Friday and Saturday. Irina's garnered nat1onal 
p ress wi th a month long period where patrons could name the1r 
pnces. "You could leave a dollar if you fe lt that was what the food 
and servtee was worth and you'd be good to go;· says Om1trt "But 
nobody underpaid, some pa1d twtee what we would normally 
charge" as testament to the establishment. 
Venison Cutlets with Tomato Bast! Sauce 
On s tove top , bring water to boil in 
a large pot. Add whole onion , black 
pe pper and bay leaf. Skin and chop 
potatoes and carrots into s mall 
squares and add to pot with fi s h. 
Simm<> r until cooke d. Salt to taste. 
VENISON CUTLETS 
1 pound ground venison 
Y2 onion, diced 
1 carrot, diced 
1 egg 
1 slice w hite bread 
1 cup fresh cilantro, chopped 
1 teaspoon garlic, chopped 
2 cups flour 
14 cup oil 
Add diced onion and carrot to 
mixing bowl Pull bread s li ce into 
s mall pieces and add to bowl Add 
meat, garlic a nd egg to bowl and 
mix by hand Take a handful of 
mixture and roll into an oblong 
shaped ball. Roll in fl our to coa t. 
On s tove top, hea t o il in saute pan 
on high setting. Add cutl e ts to pan 
and cook on one s ide until cri s p. 
Flip and cover, then cook on s low 
to s team. Cook 5 to 8 minutes. Top 
cutle ts with a s imple canned or 
home made tomato and basil sauce. 
Serve with side of mashed pota toes. 
Dmitri make'> hi -; with cream. peppe r, 
oven-roasted garlic and bulle r. 
2301 Rocklyn Drive, Urbandale 
www.irinasrestaurantandbar.com 
515-331 -0399 
HOURS: 
LU NCH 
M onday-Frid ay 11 a.m.-2 p .m . 
DINNER 
M onday-Sa t u rday 5 p.m -2 a.m. 
A part y room seats 32 for special event s. 
The bar and booth dinmg area w1th 
project ion telev1s1on can be reserved too 
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I SEE YOU 
Mantids have sens1t1ve 
compound eyes on the 
s1de that allow them 
to detect movement 
up to 60 feet away 
and accurately gauge 
distance. They are the 
only insects able to turn 
their heads 180 degrees, 
prov1ding a 360 degree 
view. They are also the 
only creature in the 
world born w1th one ear, 
located near the m1ddle 
set of legs. Roughly 60 
percent have w 1ngs, used 
primarily when locatmg 
mates. 
WHAT'S F9_1LSUPPER 
Mantids are opportunistic feeders attacking 
just about anythmg. Moths, crickets, 
grasshoppers, flies and other insects are 
preferred, but frogs, lizards, small b~rds and 
rodents are not ou t of the question. They 
eat as many as 15 cricket-size insects per 
day. Females are known to eat the head of 
their partner before, during or after mating 
YOU BE THE JUDGE 
Due to its penchant for msects, the Chinese 
mantis was introduced m the U.S. m the 
late 1800s as natural pest control. Today, 
some gardeners still buy, raise and release 
mant ids. However, voracious as they are, 
mannds are equally indiscriminate at meal 
time. Harmful bugs and benef icia l bugs are 
fa1r game. 
THE LIFE AND TIMES 
Females lay between 1 0 
and 400 eggs 1n the fall, 
encapsulated in a foamy 
mass that hardens, offering 
lim1ted protection against 
predators and weather. 
Withm a few weeks, 
she d1es. In the spring, 
nymphs-wingless yet adult 
lookalikes-emerge Hungry 
from the start , their first 
meal1s often a Sibling. 
WH ICH ONE IS IT 
Of the more than 2,000 types of mant1ds 
worldw1de, only about 20 are found m 
the United States. Of those, only five are 
common, and two- the Carolina and the 
Chmese are found m Iowa 
CHEW YOUR _FOOD 
When prey IS spotted, the mantis w ill stage an ambush or, 1f the target IS distant, a stalk. In an amazmg display of speed and precision, the 
folded upraised legs extend, open and snap shut around 1ts prey-a li m the span of 50 milliseconds (.OS seconds). T1ny rows of spmes on 
the legs hold the prey. Few escape, and few attacks fall Some stud1es say 85 percent of hunts are successfu l Mant1ds deliver two stnkes in a 
fraction of a second. What happens next IS no t for the faint o f heart. Powerful mand1bles shred la rger prey into b1te-s1ze morsels. They begin 
feeding wh il e the VICtim IS still alive, attackmg the neck and head first to qu1ckly elim inate a struggle. 
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Find a volunteer project or post your own event 
at www.keepersoftheland.org or call 515-281 -0878. 
G A PIECE OF HISTORY 
MICHAEL OSTERHOLM, DORCHESTER 
Minnesota public health professor returns trout country land to original setting 
For a gluT'pse of northeast owa 150 years ago, JUSt oak to M1c.hnel Osterho m c; Pra•r·e 
Sorg Farm Over the 'ac;t decade, the Un1vers1ty of Minnesota professor ras returned to 
h s nat1ve Allarnakt>e County to pa1nstak1ngly rec;toH:> I 00 acres of prc11ne, oak sava'1na 
and trout strearns-•ncludmg one wiped off the map 1n :r-e J9C,Q-, to make way for corn 
Oster holm flagged runoff to find the ong1nal stream channel and worked w1th the USDA 
Natural Resources C onservat1on Serv1ce to mater 1t w1th 1940s <lena I photos. W1th help from 
volunteers, DNR and NRCS, he reshaped the onginal spnng fed ch1nnel and planted praine 
grasses to hold the banks With DNR-stocked brook trout. the aptly renamed Brook (reek 1s 
JUSt one of five spots host1ng owa's only native trout. TodJy, tiK f1c;h are thr v1ng. lunch1ng 
on a plethora of aquatic. 1nsects placed by Luther College c;tudent5 "M1ke's J bu ldog Re 
establ1sh1ng a stream -you don': see many proJectc; l1ke th:lt." says the Df\JR\ 81 I Kclli'>rek By 
taK11"q d very slte-c;peL fie approach or Waterloo, Duck and BronK creek'>, 0'>terholm say<> he 
"challenged the trad1t1ona no•mc; of do1'1Q stream restor at1on work An ed'>efTlent protects 
the land from development and un quely requ1res speufic. rna1ntel"an< e to keep tt'e pr a1r1es, 
savannahs arvj streams flour1c;hmg "Its a legacy IS'>ue, sornettl'l"g for tile futLore he SdY'> 
----
A ERO FOR ZERO 
BRIAN PRESTON, PEOSTA 
Dubuque County conservat10n1st makes sure nature center leads by example 
MP I 
When it ra1ns, 1t pours ofr t•1e lana. Wdsh1rg pollutants 1nto our strearrc; and lakes, un ess you ·eat 
the Swiss Val ey Nature (enter c;outt'west of Dub..Jque, a Lero runoff faCility Rainwater SOdks mto the 
soi or 1s collected to protect Uppe· Catf1sh (reek, thanks to Dubuque Cour'ty Corservatlon Bo-mJ 
Director Bnan Preston Ram g,ndem and deep-rooted pra1ne plants <>oak up water, while i'l ra1n barrel 
collects extra water to USt;; for those pldntc. 111 a dry spell. Rain water tnckles through permeab e paver 
walkways and a permeable a~phalt park1ng lot 1nto the ground instead of d1rectly mto the vulnerable 
trout stream, keep1ng the c;tream s cool temperatures 1n check. Newly planted pra1ne grasses help 
stabilize eroding streafTlbanks 'We Wdl't to ~et the example by be1ng zero runoff; says Preston "If we 
take care of water quality, t g1ves us cJ lot of benef1ts "The pract cec;, which he hopec; to use 1r other 
county parks are also educat1oral toolc; for the 6,000-plus school kids that v1s1t the center ea(fl year 
and for Un1vers1ty of Dubuque st.;Jents rr onttO'I'Iq tre practices'1mpact or the stream We wantE'd 
a demonstration sne to c;how developers dnd bu lder~ that 1t car be done ana enco.;rage people to 
use tl">ese pr d(t ces; says E'lc Sd,rrec he1 who eads t'le Upper Catf1sh C feek watershed effort Br dn 
relped us get out n thE· rorPrr un1ty and helped ma"t.' the watersred effort we I known Hu pretty 
vocal about Lpper Catf1sh '"reek and a stro'lg advO(dte for rfoe zero-ru'loff 'llentality 
G THE CAUSE FOR HABITAT 
STEVE ARCHER AND RICHARD DOLL, MOULTON 
Relatives team up to restore southern Iowa land to wildlife paradise 
The two cv<wets trat wnggled out of the r eggshells last AJI"e w~re the first to do so m Appa'1oose County 1n more than a certury, 
thanks to the home prov1ded by Steve Archer and R1chdrd Doll The co.;~ms by rndrnaqe restored about 1,000 aues w1tl1 t1mbcr md 
pra1r1e p ant1ngs, and most important for the newly hate hed trump~ter c;wans. cJirnoc;t half of the area s wetland habltdt 'I wanted to put 
1t back to the way 1t was when my dad was a kid. To return 1t to how 1t should be, says Archer, who purchased the land in the late 1980s. 
A few years ago, Ar(her and Doll began working with the ONR's trumpeter swan 
restoration program to release a pair of birds The largest waterfowl In the world, 
trumpeters were on the bnnk of ext1nct1on 1n the U.S. nearly a century ago "It's neat 
to know sornethmg that was gone has returned and that I had c;omethmg to do 
w1th It, Archer says Wood Juc ks, pileated woodpeckers, owlo;, otters. deer, turkl'Y 
and bobcats have all nocked to the property, reward1ng the two wildlife watc twrs 
and l">unterc; ·we enJoy ueat1ng hab tat as much as we do huntmq, Doll ><lY" 
")eemg the estaollshfTlent of hab1tat-l get JUSt as much of a thrill out of that Do I 
and Archer also use the land as a showcase for others mtere<>ted ,., corc;ervatiOrt and 
w11dl1fe, hosttng field days and tours. The wetland work also berefits water ~ud,lty 
and prov1des flood control along the Cf-tanton R1ver lhey'fe restow1g hal>ltdt and 
do1ng the nght th1nqs fo· w1ldhfe ard water qual ty." c;ays ;)ave ~Jo«rndn w1th the 
DNR s swan re~torat1on program "They'•e passionate ard erthusla'it, t0 rec;tore 
hab1tat on the r land ard be lrvo1ved ary way thev car r prornotmg t'le caus~" 
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Erika Billerbeck th fourth offtC r 
)tarv takltlq ov r 
for Cllu k Hum Hon wh r ''' d 
from th DNR SIJ live n oht on 
unty and beqan h r 000 
!found out that there are some things \\orth getting up for at 4 am As a parent. it isn't my normal pract1ce 
to get out of bed on Mother's Day weekend before the 
sun comes up. but th1s t1me I happened to be tnvited to 
go along on a turk<')' hunt with josh and Tracy Klein of 
C,olon. I really .... a ... n't very optimistiC about our chances 
for a turkey when I woke up to the \\ ind howling through 
the trees in the woods behind our house \nd if the 
blustery morning wasn't enough to dampen my spints. 
there's alwa) s the fact that I tend to be a jinx when it 
comes to huntmg The last thing I wanted was for my 
curse to ruin Josh's turkey hunt. 
When I arrived, I was invited into their kitchen 
where the aroma of bacon and scrambled eggs made my 
stomach growl. I complimented Tracy on his ambition 
tn fixing breakfast so early in the morning. "It's the only 
way I can get Josh out of bed." he answered \\lth a smile. 
Like many fathers. Tracy first started taking Josh 
squirrel hunting when he was 10 years old Now, at 17. 
Tracy's concerns are pretty typical of many parents of 
teenagers As josh quietly ate his eggs, Tracy told me 
that one motivation for taking josh hunting is to keep him 
active and away from the television and iPod. 
Although the Kleins haven't alwa) shad a Jot of success 
in terms of baggtng their limit of game 1n the last seven 
years, Tracy \\as unconcerned He made it dear that. for 
them. hunting is about spending time togc>ther and having 
a quality hunt, whether or not they fire a gun Even when 
they do get a chann· to take a shot, it's always limited to 
one because, for safety's sake. only one shell at a time is 
loaded into josh's gun. 
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and 
"\ ott ready to hunt?" Tracy asked josh when he 
fm1shed eating "Yeah," Josh replied While I retrieved 
my ranwra. they put on their hunting vests and filled 
the pockets with their "essentials·" bug dope. hunting 
ltr<•ns<'s and Mountain Dew As we followed a path behind 
the1r house to the river bottom. \\Chad to stop a few 
tim<•s to encourage Josh along "Remember\\ here we 
set up the turkey tent?" Trac) a"ked josh "Yeah," Jo~h 
repli< d It didn't take me long to deduce that this was 
jo-;h's standard reply It v.asn't the bored. monotone 
"yeah" that questions tend to elicit from teenagers It 
had a congenial tone that was refreshing coming from a 
17-year old. 
After situating ourselves and cracking open josh's 
:\1ountain Dew. they began calling Whtle Tracy used a 
box call, J o"h yelped away on a pu"h button call A few 
minut< slater. we heard a gobble tn the distance. ,\s 1t 
got closer, Tracy became excited and started wh1spen ng 
rushed encouragement and 1nstruct1ons to Josh The 
chairs were quickly rearranged to afford Josh the best 
shot. Tracy sat down behind josh and helped him ready 
his gun. After about 10 minutes, a tom swaggered 1nto 
v1ew. fanned a few times and made for the deco) s 
Tracy's voice shook ..... ith anticipation as he whispered. 
"I think your dad's more nervous than you are." josh, 
completely composed. just smiled. "Are you ready?" 
1 rae) asked "Yeah," josh replied They ra1sed the gun to 
the w1ndow and took aim at the turkey .. BANG' 
My heart sank when I saw the result. The turkey 
g lanced toward the blind and nonchalantly sauntered 
away "We missed," Tracy said "~orry josh, I got too 
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excited " If Josh was disappointed. it wasn't evident He 
simply took a swig of Mountain Dew, picked up h1s call 
and wa1ted for the go-ahead. Tracy apologized several 
more times and gave Josh a quick hug and pat on the 
back "You OK?" he asked. "Yeah," Josh answ<:>red 
Tracy reloaded a shell into Josh's gun As we 
continued to sit in the blind, I began to lose hope after 
listening to a few more gobbles retreating into the 
distance My spirits lifted though as Josh hammed it up 
for some photos, and Tracy teased him about missing 
the turkey. They laughed as they told me that I have the 
same first name as a girl in school who Josh liked. He 
had been announcing to his classmates all week that he 
was going to be taking Erika hunting. ''I'm probably a big 
disappointment then," I said to Josh. He smi led, but was 
nice enough not to say, "Yeah." 
By 6:30a.m .. I'd come to the conclusion that my curse 
had struck again, but we decided to stay for another half 
hour anyway Josh used his call on and off for the next 25 
minutes. trying his best to get the attention of a gobb ler. 
I turned to look out my window one last time .. and there 
he was A stealth} Jake was discreetly weaving hi'> way 
toward the blind ''There's one coming," I whispered 
Tracy hurriedly rearranged the chairs and took up his 
post behind Josh. Slowly they raised the muzzle into 
position. BANG! 
This time I didn't even open my eyes until I heard 
Tracy proudly announce, "You got him!" Josh grinned and 
said, "Yeah." 
Tracy thanked me for taking time on Mother's Day 
WC'ekend to hunt with them. He even told me that I 
must be good luck after all and invited me back for deer 
season For me, this weekend was an apt time to be 
reminded of what it means to be a parent Witnessing the 
mteractwn between Tracy and Josh. I wao; humbled. I was ' 
unpressed not only by Tracy's efforts to make hunting 
poss1ble and enjoyable for Josh. but also by their mutual 
dedication. enthusiasm and respect 
In spite of the fact that Josh has Down o;yndrome. 
he was able to engage in an activity that others e1ther 
might have deemed impossible for him. or, 111 the very 
least, would require too much work and pat1ence ~ince 
patience has never been my strong suit. watching 
these two men made me realize what a virtue it truly 
is. Everything 
from the tireless 
preparation 
for the hunter 
education test 
required of 
Josh when he 
turned 16, to the 
early morning 
breakfast buffets 
and wa1tmg for 
the perfect shot 
was worth it for 
both of them. 
For me. it was 
worth getting 
up at 4 a.m., just 
to see the look 
011 josh's face 
wh<'n he posed 
for a picture with 
his turkey. "Did 
you have a good 
time?" I asked 
Josh as I climbed 
into my truck to 
leave "Yeah." he 
replied . It was 
just what I wanted 
to hear ~ 
Canoe & Kayak Race 
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-RADITIONS 
MAKE 
MEMORIES! 
RED ROCK AREA 
helping you create 
your own natural beauty ... 
• Native Wildflower Seeds 
• Native Wildflower Live Plant Plugs 
• Wildflower Seed Mixes 
• Bird and Butterfly Attractor Station 
• CRP Seed Mixes 
change, Inc. 
Native Wildflower 
Seed & Plant Nursery 
1878 Old M1ss1on Dr., Harpers Ferry. lA 52146·7533 
hbright@acegroup.cc 
Place your order online at lonXchange.com or caiiB00-291 -21 43 
BOONE BAS E DASH 
Saturday, June 19, 2010 
Webster City, lA 
Canoe and Kayak Races, Adven-
ture Race, Cardboard Boat Regatta 
Kids Bash,BBQ, Fi reworks 
Boonebashriverdash.com 
THAT DAM/SKUNK RACE 
8KRUN/WALK 
Saturday, August 7, 8 AM 
Reasoner Dam (Humboldt) 
to Rutland Dam (Rutland) 
8K course on city streets and on 
scenic Three Rivers Trail 
For more info contact 
dlclasen@mchsi.com 
BLAZING N£\J' AILS 
ADVENTURE RACE 
Bike, run and kayak 
Saturday, Sept. 7 8, 8:30a.m. 
Fort Dodge 
Pre-registration required 
download form at 
www.mycountyparks.com 
-~· 
.. ~. 
''\ 
• 
State Library Ot Iowa 
State Documents Center 
M1ller Building 
Des Moines. Iowa 
An Individually 
Hand-Crafted 
\__Living Sculpture 
~, 
'111'1/ 
Nature's gripping drama come to 
life before your eyes, as the new 
"Swift Fury" sculpture takes you to 
the edge of the wild to witness a 
riveting moment in the wi ld. 
Imagine a mighty eagle circling high 
above a rushing mountain tream, 
then descending in a flash to snatch 
a struggling bass in a single, swift 
motion. Now the power and thrill 
111rilling to behold of this sudden strike has been 
from any angle captured in a vhid hand-painted 
culpture, featuting a magnificent wildemess scene crafted 
in fuU color on the eagle's outstretched wings. Offeting a 
unique "above and below" perspective, as the eagle soars 
away with its catch, more bass scurry to Lake cover beneath 
the surface of the sparkling crystalline water. 
Act now to acquire your limited edition sculpture for 
the $59.99* issue price, payable in three installments of 
$19.99 each. Your purchase is backed by our 365-day 
money-back guarantee. Send no money now. Mail the 
Reservation Application today! 
RESERVATION APPLICATION SEND NO MONEY NOW 
Mrs Mr Ms 
9345 Mtlwaukee Avenue Noes . IL 60714·1393 
YES. Please reserve the S1wh Fury sculpture for me as ~dress 
descnbed on lhts announcement Crty 
LJmrt one per order. Please Respond Promptly 
·Plus a total of S8 99 shopptng and sennce A hmrted-edotoon 
prcsen~atoon reWlCted to 295 castong days Please a low 4-8 
weeks altN on•toal payment lor shopment Sales subject to 
product ava•labo1•ty and order acceptance 
State 
----I PI"""" Pr1nl Cle3rt,<l 
Z,p 
01 -08140-001 -E51621 
HAND- PAINTED 
IN DRAMATIC 
DETAIL! 
